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Prisoner exchanges may yet save the face of a flawed
investigation – Odessa
Odessablog (15.12.2017) - https://odessablog.wordpress.com/ - The 2nd May 2014
tragedy in Odessa was witnessed by the blog from beginning to end.

The crime scenes were compromised from the start.
The police investigation and leading prosecutors went from Odessa to Kyiv and back
again over the years since.
No doubt the integrity of the evidence chain will have been compromised too in relation
to certain exhibits – many of which will have been compromised before they were
collected anyway.
In short, if a lesson was to be given to police recruits, crime scene investigators,
detectives, and Senior Investigating Officers (SIOs) in how not to carry out an
investigation, then the Odessa 2nd May investigation would be high upon a list of
examples.
Nevertheless, arrests were made and suspects have remained in custody since that time
while court cases progressed – and subsequently collapsed in the majority of cases.
However, there are some suspects still in custody who have cases yet to collapse.
It appears that some of these cases will be saved such a public spectacle, as several of
those involved are to be subject to prisoner swaps for Ukrainians captured in the
occupied Donbas.
Of the two most prominent Russian citizens, Sergei Dolzhenkov has either refused to
partake in the prisoner swap or has inexplicably been omitted from the list, but Evgeni
Mefedov appears set to return to Russia.
A further 4 Afghan veterans who attempted to create the “People’s Republic of Odessa”,
as well as Igor Makhinenko and former City Councillor Alexander Lutsenko also appear
to be heading to Russia or the occupied Donbas in exchange for Ukrainian prisoners in
the captured in the East.
Adding to that list heading to East is Vladimir Dorogokupets, Semen Boitsov and Maxim
Genko (although not Miroslav Melnyk who appears not to be on the list for exchange).
Finally Alexei and Elena Vlasenko will also leave (government controlled) Ukraine too.
The exchange will mean that numerous cases (but not quite all) relating to 2nd May 2014
will effectively close. Also cases of espionage, terrorist recruitment, conspiracy to
murder (in fact a conspiracy to commit a political assassination), and a car bombing
among others effectively shut too.
A reader may suspect that the PGO and courts in Odessa would be pleased to see all
remaining defendants with open cases specifically relating to 2nd May swapped for
Ukrainians – for behind the rightful humanitarian and patriotic desire to get Ukrainian
patriots back, it would save an awful lot of public embarrassment over ever collapsing
cases.

Ekaterina Sergatskova: It's a hard time for journalism in
Ukraine
Xindex (23.11.2017) - http://bit.ly/2j4zc1R - Russian and Ukrainian investigative
journalist Ekaterina Sergatskova met with Index to discuss her experiences reporting on
the conflicts in Iraq and Ukraine.
In 2014, Ukraine saw political and civil unrest amidst conflicting pro-Europe and proRussia disputes. The 2014 Ukrainian revolution both stemmed from and perpetuated this
unrest, as most of southern and eastern Ukraine opposed the ousting of the
democratically elected president, Viktor Yanukovych.
Sergatskova, a reporter on this issue, explains that the conflict made for a harsh
environment for journalists: “It is a really hard period of journalism in Ukraine and it is
continuing.”
In 2016, a group of hackers released personal contact information of journalists that
were considered threatening to the Ukrainian government, including Sergatskova.
Following the leak, she received death threats.
Three months after the leak, journalist Pavel Sheremet — a friend and colleague of
Sergatskova — was murdered in a crime that is believed to be linked to his reporting.
After a year and a half, Sergatskova says, there are still have no answers.
The journalist says that following such incidents, she and her colleagues feel unsafe but
nevertheless will persist in their reporting: “We have a lot of really good investigators
and they will not stop … because it’s their mission. We’re afraid of it, but we have only
one way to save our country, to develop, to be a normal country with normal rules, we
need to do our work.”
Link to full podcast: https://soundcloud.com/indexcensorship/ekaterinasergatskova

Post-Maidan Ukraine – Territory of freedom or territory
of terror in the post-Soviet space?
On prosecution of foreign journalist and violation of human rights in Ukraine
Violeta MOSKALU Doctor of Philosophy
HRWF (24.11.2017) - After the EuroMaidan Revolution, Ukraine whose authorities declare
adherence to democratic values has become a place of attraction for activists, reformers
and oppositionists from various post-Soviet states. Favorable language and cultural
environment, lack of a visa regime with most countries of the post-Soviet space,
paternalism and all Ukrainian society welcoming changes speak in favor of Ukraine.
However, recently the situation has changed critically because very strange things from
the point of view of human rights protection happen in Ukraine. Journalists, reformers,
activists or political refugees who come to Ukraine face a huge number of problems.
Only in September-October, 2017, three opposition journalists were detained in Ukraine,
fleeing from persecution of post-Soviet authoritarian regimes. The reason for detention
was Interpol red notices, published on politically motivated requests of Azerbaijan (case
of Fikrat Huseynov), Uzbekistan (case of Narzullo Ohunzhonov) and Kazakhstan (case of
Zhanara Akhmetova).

Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Russia, Uzbekistan belong to post-Soviet states where the
number of persons persecuted for political reasons is growing. Often, so called enemies
of the regime (opposition activists, independent journalists, human rights activists) have
to leave their homeland and seek refuge in other countries to escape from repression.
Azerbaijani journalist Fikrat Huseynov (Huseynli) received refugee status and citizenship
in the Netherlands, which protects him from extradition to Azerbaijan. Therefore, he
could not imagine that he would face such serious problems in Ukraine. 10.17.2017 the
court arrested him.
Uzbek journalist Narzullo Okhunzhonov asked for asylum in Ukraine. But as a result,
according to the court's decision of September 25, 2017, he found himself in remand
prison, where his health deteriorated. Human rights defenders have sounded the alarm.
Thanks to this Huseynov and Okhunzhonov managed to be released from custody in
October 2017.
Zhanara Akhmetova, journalist from Kazakhstan hoped that in Ukraine she and her son
of tender years would not be in danger. But the migration service of Ukraine denied
shelter to Akhmetova and did not even inform her about it. After that, on 24.10.2017,
she was arrested. It turned out that the Kazakh authorities knew the possible address of
Akhmetova's residence, which could indicate that they were carrying out operational
procedures on the territory of Ukraine.
Another example of cooperation between the secret services is the case that happened in
September 2016. The SBU officers abducted Aminat Babaeva applying for asylum from
the migration service office and sent her to Russia.
The case of Fikrat Huseynov confirmed that it is dangerous to come to Ukraine even
having a refugee status. At a minimum, this threatens to remain in jail for an extradition
check period. A similar case occurred in April 2016, when Azerbaijani human rights
activist Alovsat Aliyev, who was granted asylum in Germany, spent 20 days in Ukrainian
prison.
Only the intervention of German diplomats saved him from extradition to Azerbaijan.
Ukrainian courts will consider requests for the extradition of the journalists, Huseynov,
Okhunzhonova and Akhmetova. In case of expulsion, they are expected to be tortured
and even killed, human rights activists stress.
Another dangerous precedent in post-Maidan Ukraine is a flippant attitude of the
Ukrainian authorities towards the institution of citizenship. In March 2017, the Ukrainian
President Petro Poroshenko submitted a bill to Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine that provided
for the automatic withdrawal of Ukrainian citizenship for all citizens who have other
citizenship(s), and that are de facto more than 10% of Ukrainians (4.5 million). Due to
great public outcry and a wave of indignation, this law was not adopted, but the
President of Ukraine began to deprive political oppositionists of citizenship (Artemenko,
Borovyk, Saakashvili) by decree.
Thirdly, we draw your attention to unacceptable political repressions against Georgian
reformers and coaches of volunteer battalions in the ATO zone. The Ukrainian
government began to mass extradite them in the framework of attempts to decapitate
the protest movement headed by Mikhail Saakashvili, in course of which accredited
journalists were directly affected, including (cf. second note about Tamaz Shavchishvili
and his associates).
The Ukrainian authorities pursue a policy of double standards, demanding that Russia
liberate Ukrainian political hostages, and making advances to dictatorial regimes,
arresting and terrorizing dissenting activists, journalists and political opponents.

Violeta MOSKALU, Doctor of Philosophy, University of Lorraine (France) Expert
in International Development Founder & CEO, Global Ukraine Foundation

Ukrainian authorities constantly violate human rights,
freedom of expression and persecute political opponents
and their associates
HRWF (24.11.2017) - On the 17th of October 2017 Georgian journalist of Rustavi-2 –
one of the most popular Georgian TV channels - Tamaz Shavchishvili was kidnapped in
Kyiv together with his friends Zurab Tsyntsadze, Vano Nadiradze and Mamuk
Abashidze. Journalist Tamaz Shavshyshvili, who for the last 3 years has been working
in Ukraine with official accreditation of the Ministry of information policy in Ukraine was
arrested by Security service of Ukraine in his own apartment. The representatives of
Ukrainian authorities violently beat him, put a bag on his head, placed him in handcuffs
and brought him to the airport Kyiv-Zhulyany with the purpose to expel him and put on a
flight to Tbilisi.
Currently we have no information on the location of the Georgian journalist. His wife,
who stayed in Ukraine, is 8 months pregnant. We appeal to the international Mass Media
and International organizations to consider the fact that Ukrainian authorities
systematically violate human rights.
At the moment we are observing a persecution campaign against the opposition and
continuing persecution of foreign citizens in Ukraine, whereby Ukrainian state authorities
carry out special operations on detention of foreign citizens staying on the territory of
Ukraine on legal basis and holding Ukrainian residence permits that had been obtained in
the due order in accordance with the law. For instance, during illicit and violent arrest
of Georgi Rubashvili, Mikheil Abzianidze and David Makishvili that followed on
21.10.2017 causing injuries and not specifying the grounds, they were put on the ground
with their faces down, pointed at with machine guns, put bags on their heads, violently
put into police vans and brought to the airport Kyiv-Zhulyany, where they were
interrogated in violation of the law. Afterwards they were put into a military jet of the
national guards of Ukraine and forced to leave the territory of Ukraine about 7pm for
Tbilisi, Georgia.
According to them during the flight they were tied to the chairs with their legs banded
with sealing tape. Such illegal expel out of Ukraine was accompanied by persons, serving
in the law enforcement authorities. During ungrounded arrest, imprisonment and illegal
expel of Tamaz Shavshyshvili, Zurab Tsynadze, Vano Nadiradze, Mamuk Abshidze,
Georgi Rubashvili, Mikheil Abzinaidze and David Makishvili it was not only migrant
legislation that was violated, but also a set of articles of the Constitution of Ukraine (art.
26, 28, 29, 33, 36, 55, 57, 59, 64, 68), in particular: Foreign nationals and persons
without nationality staying in Ukraine on legal grounds shall enjoy the same rights and
liberties and have the same obligations as Ukrainian nationals. Every person has the right
for respect of their dignity. Every human has a right for freedom and personal immunity.
Every person staying in Ukraine on legal grounds shall be granted freedom of travel and
residence, as well as the right to freely leave the territory of Ukraine. The rights and
freedoms of humans and citizens shall be protected by court. Every person shall be
granted the right to be aware of their rights and obligations. Every person shall have the
right for professional legal assistance.
Constitutional rights and freedoms of human and citizen may not be constrained with
exception of cases provided for by the Constitution of Ukraine. Every person is obliged to

firmly comply with the Constitution of Ukraine and Ukrainian laws, without encroachment
on the rights, honour and dignity of other persons. Basing on the facts of ungrounded
arrest and imprisonment, as well as illegal expel of Georgi Rubashvili, Mikheil Abzianidze
and David Makishvili their lawyers filed a claim to the Authorized officer of Verkhovna
Rada of Ukraine for human rights about initiation of criminal proceedings, and filed claims
to the court against illegal actions of the state authorities. Freedom of speech and
protection of human rights are the ground principles for a country with the rule of law.
Therefore we appeal to Ukrainian authorities to stop the cases of human rights violations,
persecution of political opponents and to free the journalist Tamaz Shavshishvili and his
associates. We also hope that Ukrainian journalists and International Community will not
be silent and will actively demand Ukrainian authorities to respect human rights, freedom
of speech and to guarantee the rule of law in the state.
Violeta MOSKALU Doctor of Philosophy, University of Lorraine (France) Expert in
International Development Founder & CEO, Global Ukraine Foundation

2 May 2014 tragedy: Predictable judicial outcomes
Odessablog (18.09.2017) - http://bit.ly/2htbtXL - This blog has often lambasted the
woeful criminal investigation into the events of 2nd May 2014, and rightly so.
In summary however, as the events of 2nd May unfolded physically around your author,
thus witnessing the tragedy from beginning to end.
Leaving to one side the policing during the events of that day as the violence and murder
in the city centre, and later at Union House, for the observant it was immediately clear
that the most basic post event crime scene protocols were simply not visible – and
therefore not followed.
Evidence was thus contaminated, removed, lost, or otherwise not recovered.
There have also been numerous Senior Investigating Officers for several different
enforcement units at one time or another in charge of, or carrying out the investigation –
including those from Kyiv. That, meaning evidence has been hauled between Odessa
and Kyiv – and eventually back to Odessa – as the investigation was passed around.
Naturally further questions regarding the integrity of the evidence chain would be raised
by any defence lawyer if looking to weaken a case.
About the best public report (and partial investigation) comes from the journalists of
Odessa. It is certainly better than any police and prosecutor efforts – if serious efforts
were actually made.
That many key suspects allowed to disappear immediately following the incident, be they
heading to Crimea, the occupied Donbas, Russia, or Transnistria, is yet another policing
catastrophe.
Fortunately from an evidence point of view, there are thousands of phone-made videos,
photographs, and hours of local TV footage spread across the social media and local
media – preserved in cyberspace and other modes of storage.
Despite this, witnesses must naturally identify offenders. The “cop TV line-up” scenario.

Before that however, on occasion photo-ID’s sometimes occur to provide a positive ID for
the purposes of arrest – rather than physical line-up ID parades for the purposes of
prosecution. Certainly it does not negate the plentiful social media evidence, however
there are processes to follow with witness (rather than ad hoc) downloading of social
media footage/coverage. There are rightly preferred methods and processes of
identification.
Unsurprisingly even the photo-ID process was flawed due to stupidity or deliberate
sabotage.
If a suspect is a white male with brown hair and glasses about 30 years old, a selection
of (normally a dozen) similar photographs are presented to a witness for them to
(hopefully) identify the offender. If a witness can positively ID a suspect from a photo
line-up, then they are likely to be able to do so from a physical line-up which is deemed
to have far more weight in evidence.
It follows therefore, if your suspect has a bald head, ginger beard, bucked teeth and one
eye,, placing that photograph in among a dozen nubile young women with long blonde
hair presents certain clues to a witness as to whom they should pick. A bias that makes
a lowly regarded photo ID simply inadmissible as evidence – an issue returned to below.
Only in 2016, more than two years after the tragedy, when the investigation had been
taken by Kyiv from Odessa, and then returned to Odessa by Kyiv, and with another new
SIO and new investigation team, did those public figures involved in both preparatory
shenanigans, and post event naughtiness, even get interviewed – as witnesses (when
one or two would qualify as suspects).
Having decried the police investigation, the tale relating to the Prosecutor General’s
Office and its handling of the investigation is no better.
Without going into detail, for it would be possible to write a short book, the entire
investigation and subsequent prosecution is nothing short of a disaster – and it
spectacularly fails the victims, and general public, and may yet fail defendants. In the
decades your author spent dealing with counterterrorism and latterly organised crime,
never has such an investigative debacle been so apparent from the very first day of an
investigation.
Why mention this now?
The investigation, or perhaps more accurately the prosecution and thus court case
relating to 2nd May has been split into two parts. The first relating to the deaths and
violence in the city centre. The second relating to the subsequent deaths and violence at
Union House.
While the Union House events are due to be heard in court very soon (almost four years
later), the court case relating to the initial deaths and violence in the city centre is under
way for 20 defendants – and given the above, a reader will not be surprised to know that
the court returned the only verdict possible following such an investigative abortion.
Returning to the issue of witness identification of suspects, would a reader be surprised
to discover that suspect identification by witnesses occurred only by photograph (not
required line ups) and that the photo ID selection placed before witnesses included
Hollywood celebrities and international sports stars? Sadly this is no joke – for that is
what happened. Needless to say the Chernomorsk Court simply found such ID evidence
inadmissible – and rightly so.
The court also found as inadmissible photograph and video evidence submitted as copies
and not originals were presented. Another very basic evidence issue. This despite the

fact, having spoken with several journalists that captured these events on video and/or
camera, indeed submitted originals with their testimony.
The question is whether the ID evidence was deliberately sabotaged, or whether it is
incompetence in the extreme – bordering upon criminal negligence and/or an attempt to
pervert the course of justice?
Further, it is stated only one, but whatever the case, certainly only a few of the police
officers on duty at the scene in the city centre was interviewed – or at least only one
officer’s testimony was submitted to the court.
There is no need to go on and on. Suffice to say that the Chernomorsk Court returned
the only verdict possible when presented with such a dire attempt at investigation and
prosecution – Not Guilty.
In fact the Chairman of the panel of judges, Philip Zhuravi stated in open court “There is
not a single piece of evidence to support the prosecution. Moreover, the prosecution did
not even try to prove guilt.”
Apparently the Prosecutor General’s Office intends to appeal the verdict – perhaps they
intend to attempt to try and prove guilt during an appeal hearing?
Two of the defendants, Sergei Dolzhenkov and Yevgeny Mefedov, following their acquittal
were immediately held on other charges (encroachment upon the territorial integrity and
inviolability of Ukraine). Perhaps the quality of evidence, evidence chain integrity,
investigation and prosecution will be something better than “amateur hour” this time?
There are however issues relating to those others found not guilty when it comes to their
safety. Naturally they are known faces after public trial. Many will feel that justice, has
not been done – despite justice arriving at the only outcome possible based upon what
was presented to the court if we are to believe the judicial verdict and public statements
of Judge Zhuravi.
Further, the standard of evidence submitted by the prosecutors via the investigation will
no doubt be equally poor for the forthcoming trails relating to Union House. Thus there
is a high likelihood of the same outcome. It is after all simply an administrative decision
to split the incident into two trials.
All the same evidence flaws will be present as it was conducted by the same individuals,
and also suffered the same transfer of investigative and prosecutor jurisdiction issues. A
repeat of the farce presented at the Chernomorsk Court on 18th September seems
almost assured.
To add further insult to injury with regard the rule of law, those ideologically opposed to
the defendants found not guilty, clashed with police outside the court – injuring 20 police
officers. Once again the perception of the weak grasp of rule of law in Ukraine has once
again been highlighted.

Odessa prison in the dock
Human Rights Without Frontiers urgently calls upon the Council of Europe and
the OSCE to send a fact-finding mission to Odessa for a serious and impartial
investigation



A female prison guard murdered and dismembered
Budget falling short by 60% and prison in debt




An Orthodox priest testifies: No water!
Court decision: Electricity supplier can turn off electricity

Source: Odessablog (20.08.2017). See full text at https://odessablog.wordpress.com/ .
The titles in the text below are from HRWF.
“The current Odessa Prison has recently been in the local news several times.
This summer there have been a few murders between inmates.
Prison in debt
There is also the matter of local electricity supplier having won a court case to
turn off the electricity to the prison due to UAH millions in debt. The prison
claims it is under-funded by the State by 60% but that shutting down the electricity
will bring about terrible conditions for the inmates and an obvious security issue as CCTV,
electric gates etc simply will not operate.
Murder of a female prison guard
However, most notably, on 17th August a female prison guard was murdered
within the prison. She was in fact murdered and dismembered – her body parts
dumped in a rubbish skip next to the pig farm within the prison. Her murder was only
discovered about 10 hours after the event. The offender has been identified and has
previously served time for robbery and premeditated murder.
It is stated that the offender had not been living in his cell for some months, but in a
workshop next to the pig farm – where he clearly obtained the instruments necessary to
dismember the body of the unfortunate female prison warder.
Naturally, of all the questionable and ugly incidents that occur behind the walls of Odessa
prison, the murder and dismemberment of female staff member cannot be hushed up as
easily as others – although tales of the worst of incidents always leak out.
Thus this murder has gathered the necessary police attention – unwelcome as it
undoubtedly is by the prison regime.
An Orthodox priest testifies: No water!
It also prompted comment on the Facebook page of Dmitry Krasnobaev, a priest of the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church (Kyiv Patriarchate), who for years has dealt with prisoners at
several prisons – “Odessa prison is something out of the ordinary. So say the prisoners
who were in other prisons. Only in Odessa prison there is no water. Only in Odessa
prison security guards sell prisoners basic necessities. Only in Odessa prison is such a
terrible drug addiction. And therefore – only in Odessa prison it became possible what
happened yesterday.”
There are of course other accounts, such as former prisoner and journalist Alexander
Orlov, that would corroborate the words of the clergyman.
A reader would therefore not be surprised if such a prison regime vented its ire upon the
inmates following such unwelcome attention – and rumour swiftly spread that was indeed
the case, with items with any monetary value being taken, everything else smashed, and
generous beatings given out.

Reactions of the Justice Ministry, the Ombudsman, Prosecutor General Yuri
Lutsenko
These rumours brought about a denial from the Justice Ministry “First of all, I would like
to say that we will not answer cruelty with cruelty, never planned to do so, it’s not our
methods. I do not know who the source of this information is, but you were
misinformed. Yesterday, law enforcement agencies continued to work on the scene.
Yes, the regime was strengthened, but to strengthen the regime does not mean mocking
people.” – Yuri Maslak.
Mr Maslak went on to claim, probably rightly, that numerous sharp instruments and
mobile telephones has been seized. A standard boilerplate ministerial response to be
sure – and a fairly brave one for anybody actually acquainted with the Odessa Prison
regime.
Such was the extent of the rumour seepage that the local Prosecutor General’s Office and
the Ombudsman for Human Rights, Valeryia Lutkovskaya got involved, with Ms
Lutkovskaya posting photographs on her Facebook page of what are clear baton strikes
on prisoners following the “regime strengthening” mentioned by the Ministry of Justice.

Picture posted by Ombudsman
Lutkovskaya on Facebook
Ms Lutkovskaya making a rare public appeal to Prosecutor General Yuri Lutsenko to
get involved. – “Yuri Lutsenko, I do not often use Facebook’s capabilities, but this case is
amazing. This is a photo of the regional representative in Odessa, made in the Odessa
detention center. I know that the regional prosecutor’s office works there, but it seems to
me that control must be universal! This is definitely the mark from a baton. Tomorrow
there may be even worse. We’ll be there. But will there be an appropriate reaction from
the prosecutor’s office?”
It appears that the Prosecutor General has, eventually, responded to the Ombudsman
and a PGO Commission will be sent to Odessa Prison.
The Ministry of Justice has made no further comment since its denials that retribution via
brutality across the general prison population in Odessa has occurred.
Towards a Ukrainian investigation?
An investigation into abuse of authority is sure to follow – although that naturally does
not equate to anything approaching a structured investigation with evidence gathering
integrity sufficient to either bring a case to court or secure any convictions.
It is rumoured that the Prison Governor has rightly been suspended for the period of the
on-going investigation, though assuredly the Prison Governor will not have wandered

around the prison gratuitously beating inmates and be personally and directly responsible
for inflicting all injuries received, any more than he will have personally sanctioned the
sleeping arrangements of the individual that murdered his employee – yet there is not
even rumour that any other prison employee has been suspended.
International investigation is necessary
A reader by now will be aware of numerous cases, some under the watchful gaze of the
international community, that begin with much noise and declared intent by the
authorities, to simply then be sabotaged, or allowed to fizzle out and quietly closed, or
deliberately pushed past statutory limitations.
There are certain embassies in Kyiv that are looking at prisons with a view to reform.
There are also NGOs funded to do the same. As such are there lessons to be learned
from Odessa? Or are there reasons why lessons learned elsewhere have not been
implemented in Odessa? This is perhaps a case that will therefore be monitored.
(As an aside, a reader may ponder whether the long rumoured relocation of Odessa
Prison, which sits upon a large area of desirable land near the city train station, will
gather additional momentum.)”

Corruption in Ukraine : Judicial statistics
Odessablog (07.08.2017) - https://odessablog.wordpress.com/ - As regular readers will
know 2017 has followed the trend of 2016 and 2015 etc, as the point is made frequently,
no big fish (not one) has been fried on the fires of corruption by way judicial verdict. Not
a single high profile judge, not a single national household political name, nor any
significant and influential “businessmen” have been found guilty and given a
proportionate custodial sentence for corruption.
The chances of such a conviction and proportionate custodial sentencing for the during
the remainder of 2017 are also slim – to be charitable regarding those chances.
The new reform relating to the Constitutional and Supreme Court are far from what they
could have been if The Bankova (read President and Presidential Administration) was
actually brave enough to release these institutions from its influence and allow genuine
independence – but to be blunt, The Bankova is not remotely prepared to grant genuine
independence to the judiciary (or the Prosecutor’s Office). That is not a situation that will
change under the current leadership, nor it should be said, under any of the “old guard”
political class regardless of political party – as and when, or if, they come to power.
Nevertheless, while all big fish remain un-fried and conviction-less, the minnows and the
plankton, perhaps partly as a result of decentralistion and the increased opportunities
that come with it, manage to continually get caught in corrupt acts and, in the
deliberate absence/delay in creating an anti-corruption court, several thousand
corruption cases are now effectively causing a bottleneck in the judicial system.
So, now for some H1 2017 statistics from the current head of the Supreme Court,
Yaroslav Romanyuk “In the first half of the year, 2237 indictments on criminal
proceedings on corruption crimes were received by the courts, of which only 741 were
considered.”

The remainder, presumably, in a backlog together with other cases from previous years
that remain, as yet, unheard. That said, the wheels of justice inevitably turn slowly even
in far more efficient systems replete with far more judges and functionaries of far higher
moral codes and group integrity.
Just how large the carryover into 2018 will be by the end of 2017 remains to be seen.
Dozens of minnows and plankton are arrested for corruption on a daily basis as a quick
glance across the regional media ably displays.
However, having been offered some numbers by the Supreme Court, it is perhaps
necessary to look to the outcomes, statistically (if not at the standard of due process) of
the 741 cases that reached the court in H1 of 2017.
Before breaking down the 741 cases, a reader should note that the numbers that follow
don’t add up – but they are nevertheless the figures cited by the Supreme Court – thus
any inaccuracies are at least accurately stated.
There were 77 acquittals.
110 companies were closed as a result of judicial verdicts.
469 officials were found guilty of corruption. Of those 469 officials, 121 went to jail. 33
suffered some form of non-custodial punishment other than purely fines, and 265 were
indeed fined.
To get behind the 469 number of officials found guilty of corruption, 101 were middle and
lower grade civil servants and/or institutional functionaries. 58 were Ministry of Interior
employees, (including police officers), 44 military officials or various ranks, 32 local
government officials, 29 law enforcement officials (not police nor prosecutors), 19 city,
town and village heads, 18 deputies of local government/local councils, and 13
employees of the State Fiscal Service.
Only 2 prosecutors, a single employee of the court administration (but not a judge) and a
single member of the security services also feature within that 469 number.
In short, all minnows and plankton. The bottom end of the plentiful corruption food
chain.
So should a reader be dismissive? Is it all a matter of perception and subjectivity? Isn’t
any action better than no action?
Surely the food chain has been disrupted, even if it be the minnows and plankton that
are the only ones to suffer judicial verdicts?
But are not minnows and plankton at the bottom of the food chain because they are
plentiful, not particularly intelligent, and quickly reproducing, in order to keep the food
chain ecology consistent?
It is difficult to discern what value, or indeed what $ value, such a multitude of cases
subject to the current bottleneck and that associated messaging sends among the
regional and local institutions and establishment.
It is also unclear what the $ value in fines and/or confiscated assets are. (Such statistics
for H1 of 2017 are not easy to collate and or corroborate prior to arriving at an accurate
answer.)

It is yet further unclear just what prevention message is being sent throughout this class
of bottom dwelling criminal corruptioneers by way of delivered verdicts. Perhaps it is too
soon to be able to answer that.
What is clear is that as and when the Ukrainian elite are eventually forced to fry some big
fish and prey upon their own kind, frying only one or two (probably politically convenient)
fish will be far from sufficient to shift the perceptions of the public. To shift public
perceptions now, more than 3 years into the current mandates of this leadership, it will
require a dozen or so large fish suppers, resulting in (proportionate) custodial sentences,
for the national constituency to feel satisfied.
Casting the fishing net and opening a raft of corruption cases within the elite just prior to
elections will not suffice (and also no doubt would be framed as political persecution).
Custodial convictions (of proportionate severity) are required to change the public
perceptions before they enter the ballot box.
It is very unlikely to happen, and even with the slim chance it may, it is likely to be far
too little and far too late as far as perceptions of the current authorities are concerned –
so in the meantime, a reader, no differently from the Ukrainian constituency, will have to
make do with a cursory glance at the corruption statistics via court cases and outcomes
every 6 months or so.
Needless to say that the next statistics release is extremely likely to announce that the
number of unheard cases stuck in a judicial bottle neck will continue to have grown
significantly vis a vis those that are heard and verdicts (regardless of proportionality) are
handed down.
In the meantime a reader is left to ponder whether these figures display the glass that is
half full, or the glass that is half empty? Or is this a matter of the actual glass simply
being an inappropriate vessel that will continue to be inappropriate following the
disappointing judicial reforms?

Caught in crossfire, Ukrainians prod their government for
compensation
Kyiv Post (21.07.2017) - http://bit.ly/2vLqkmJ - It was a loud day in Krasnohorivka on
May 28. The Donetsk Oblast city of 15,000 people, 715 kilometers southeast of Kyiv, was
shelled in a barrage that battered the hospital, a school and a local apartment building.
Olga Valeryevna, the owner of an apartment that took a direct hit during the shelling,
had been living with a friend in a different building since the apartment lost running
water.
After seeing photos of the bombardment on the internet, she headed over to the
building. Where the third and fourth floor apartments once stood, there was now a
gaping hole facing the Russian-occupied city of Donetsk to the east.
"If anybody had been inside, they would have been destroyed," Olga Valeryevna said.
She did not give her last name, fearing retaliation from local authorities.
The apartment owner and Krasnohorivka native is now joining dozens of other Ukrainians
in suing the government for compensation over homes, land and property damaged
during the Russian-backed war in the Donbas.

With help from Right to Protection, a United Nations High Commission for Refugeesfunded and Ukrainian-run group that provides legal support and advocacy on behalf of
displaced people and others, Olga Valeryevna is part of a group moving to set a
precedent under Ukrainian law that could see the government compensate people whose
property has been damaged due to the war.
"In some cases, people in these situations can find other sources of housing," said
Vladimir Oleksenko, Right to Protection's Mariupol regional director. "In other cases,
these people become homeless."
Right to Protection has so far filed around Hr 11 million ($423,800) in claims over
property damaged by the war.
The US Agency for International Development has supported similar litigation, funding
the Ukraine Helsinki Human Rights Union in another effort to win compensation through
the country's courts, while law firm ILF has done pro bono work in the European Court of
Human Rights on the issue.
Not at war?
Ukrainian citizens, like those in Krasnohorivka, are legally entitled to compensation for
property damaged during war. But the government often does not recognize that right,
and fails to pay compensation.
"Even if a person wins in a domestic court, the country doesn't have the money to pay
him," said Andriy Kristenko, an attorney at ILF law firm who works on compensation
cases.
Ukraine could be forced to fulfill its obligation through a victory at the European Court of
Human Rights - as the country is a signatory to the European Convention on Human
Rights, it is obligated to guarantee the protection of its citizens' property during war.
But Ukraine has not officially declared war against Russia or its proxy armies.
Rather, the country enacted terrorism laws in August 2014 that provided the legal basis
for the officially declared anti-terrorism operation. Those laws also contain a provision
stating that the Ukrainian government must compensate people for property damaged by
the actions of terrorists.
And according to Darina Tolkach, advocacy coordinator at Right to Protection, the antiterrorism laws only provide "motivation" to convince the court to rule in favor of
compensation, but lack a concrete legal procedure for payouts.
"The basic problem for executing these decisions is that the government does not have a
line in the budget allocating money for compensation," she said.
Tolkach described a clunky process for getting compensation. Since there is no money in
the budget to provide for it, Donbas residents with damaged property effectively sell the
rights to their bombed out homes to the government.
"The person with the destroyed land or destroyed house can no longer use the property,
and the state provides compensation," Tolkach said.
Right to Protection has won two cases in lower courts that the government may
appeal, out of a total of 11 filed in court.

"The idea is to take the cases to the final point and identify the gaps in the execution of
the decisions," Tolkach said. "If it's not possible to execute, then we will appeal to the
European Court of Human Rights."
Hurdles
Iryna Grigorievna, another Krasnohorivka resident working with Right to Protection, has
had her home shelled twice since the war began - once in 2014, and once in 2016.
"During the second hit, everything I had burned away," she said.
As her son lives in Krasnohorivka and her grandchild attends school in the town, she
explained, there's little desire to leave.
"We aren't planning to go anywhere," she said.
She is now filing paperwork to collect compensation for the damage. Since the appraisal
has not yet been completed, it's not clear how much she stands to gain in compensation.
But with four years until she can collect her pension, any help is sorely needed.
Tolkach said that it can take up to eight months to prepare this kind of claim for court.
And with a statute of limitations of three years on these kinds of damage claims, that
puts the onus on local residents to beat the clock.
"What is needed is a strategy and a very coherent and clear and concrete procedure,"
Tolkach said.
Should the European Court rule in favor of the Donbas residents, Ukraine will have to find
a way to pay compensation to people who live in the Donbas's bombarded cities. The
country could sue Russia for backing the separatists and receive its own compensation
that way.
But that process could take years. For people like Olga Valeryevna, the apartment owner,
the reality of shelling means that help cannot come fast enough.
"Apart from this, I have nothing," she said, pointing to the destroyed apartment.
Correction: This article has been updated to reflect that the government has not yet
appealed Right to Protection's two court victories in compensation cases.

Your Dishonour as title for many judges in failed Ukraine
Supreme Court reform?
By Halya Coynash
KHPG (31.05.2016) - http://bit.ly/2sqc4gL - Ukraine’s first-ever ‘open competition’ for
vacant Supreme Court judge posts is in danger of turning into farce. The Commission
which chooses successful candidates has ignored 80% of the negative assessments
issued by the Public Integrity Council and is rejecting calls for vitally needed
transparency. At this rate, lawyer Roman Maselko warns, the term ‘Your Dishonour’
would be the more appropriate form of address for a considerable percentage of the new
judges. He is not alone in sounding the alarm as the selection process reaches its final
stage on June 6.

Legislation was adopted in 2016 to both strengthen the role of the Supreme Court and to
ensure a renewal process of its judges through competition. Applications were invited for
the first 120 vacancies in November 2016.
As with similar test procedure for prosecutor’s office vacancies, the apparent openness to
candidates from outside the system proved on paper alone. The selection committee
removed 45% of such candidates (defence lawyers, legal specialists, etc.) before any
tests were taken meaning that only 189 of the 467 judges could possibly come from
outside the system.
There have been ongoing problems with lack of transparency. The High Qualification
Commission of Judges was supposed to publish information about the candidates on its
site. Since the details about some of the candidates who have sailed through all parts of
the competition are damning, it was worrying that the Commission’s task was instead
carried out by the NGO CHESNO.
There was further scandal when 43 candidates who had not passed the test and should
have been knocked out of the running, were slipped back in.
The Public Integrity Council, an overseeing body made up of representatives of NGOs,
lawyers, scholars and journalists, demanded an explanation of the method of evaluation
and of each Commission member’s assessment given. Such calls for transparency have
gone unanswered.
The Public Integrity Council also issued a negative assessment regarding 140 candidates
(37%). These were based on intensive study of previous court rulings, including those
involving Euromaidan, information from the National Anti-Corruption Bureau, as well as
on over three thousand reports received from members of the public. Information was
also provided that needed to be checked concerning a further 128 candidates.
Close attention was paid to cases where judges and their families had wealth and
property in no way commensurate with their declared income.
Only 25 of the candidates who received a negative assessment were knocked out.
CHESNO reports that 150 of the 308 candidates now in the running have a questionable
reputation, with 114 of them having been considered unsuitable by the Public Integrity
Council.
The High Qualification Commission is allowed to override the Council’s advice, but only if
the candidate receives a two-thirds majority of the votes (11 out of 16 of the
Commission members). The problem, however, is that the vote is secret.
At a press conference on May 29, the head of the Commission Serhiy Kozyakov asserted
that the Council’s assessment had not immediately led to a candidate being rejected
because further checks needed to be made. Maselko’s scepticism is shared by many,
given the lack of any doubt about damning pages in some candidates’ background.
Candidates still in the running include Yaroslav Romanyuk, who was appointed president
of the Supreme Court shortly before Euromaidan. He gained particular notoriety for his
defence of Viktor Yanukovych’s 2014 ‘dictatorship laws’. These were draconian antiprotest laws, often cribbed from Russian legislation and clearly aimed at crushing the
Maidan protests and arresting and imprisoning large numbers of activists.
At a briefing a day after the laws were passed, Romanyuk claimed that they complied
with European standards. He asserted, for example, that the European Court of Human
Rights envisaged the right to impose restrictions and sanctions if “the human right to
freedom of expression undermines public interests and public confidence in the court”

Romanyuk is also known for a ruling which stripped a 97-year-old pensioner of her flat, a
ruling that was later found by the European Court of Human Rights to have violated the
elderly lady’s rights.
CHESNO reports that Romanyuk’s interview with the Commission and members of the
Public Integration Council attracted attention not only from Ukrainian civic activists and
the media, but from members of international NGOs and embassies.
Most disturbing was the clear difference in the attitude of members of the Commission to
Romanyuk. Instead of questions about his assets, trips and mistakes, he was asked
philosophical questions like whether, if he could return in time, he would still choose to
be a judge.
The real discussion of his professional life, etc., began only after the representative of the
Public Integrity Council read aloud their negative assessment, and he was still allowed to
continue.
Mykhailo Zhernakov, senior legal analyst for the Rehabilitation Package of Reform civic
platform, notes that Pavlo Vovk, Head of the Kyiv District Administrative Court, managed
to somehow assure the members of the Commission that he did not live in a luxurious
building he has failed to declare. It was precisely that building which he was found in
when officers from the National Anti-Corruption Bureau arrived at to carry out a search
on May 26.
Zhernakov notes that during this same interview with Vovk, at crucial moments – like
when he was answering questions about his property and his disturbing political
connections – there was a sudden noise which prevented the members of the Public
Integrity Council to catch his answers.
CHESNO reports that there were various other forms of behaviour suggesting bias from
the Commission during 43 interviews.
According to Taras Shevchenko, the Director of the Centre for Democracy and Rule of
Law, the monitoring carried out by civic organizations suggests that the final decision
about the most scandalous candidates will be taken behind closed doors during the
Commission’s plenary session.
Zhernakov also warns that everything is heading towards the new Supreme Court not
differing in any fundamental way from the old one.
It is not too late, he believes, to prevent such a result. He proposes obliging the
Qualification Commission to introduce personal voting on the conclusions of the Public
Integration Council and to thus make public where each member stood. The marks
received by every candidate and general rating of the candidates should be made public
before the plenary session.
Faith in Ukraine’s justice system was never high, and under the presidency of Viktor
Yanukovych, any vestiges of independence were destroyed. A supposedly new Supreme
Court, with the same compromised judges, will undermine this supposed ‘competition’
and discredit judicial reform altogether.
_______________________________________________________________________

The Odessa Tragedy: Bloody Trail of "Russian Spring"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qDtDZlg3nY&t=23s

Description of the video: What happened in Odessa in late winter and early spring of
2014 was identical to the events in Donetsk and Lugansk regions: “Russian marshes” and
rallies with Russian flags whose participants demanded protection against “Kiev junta”
and sought to establish Odessa People’s Republic. It brought a war to Donbass, while
Odessa still lives in peace. Kremlin’s Russian Spring project to tear away eight southeastern regions of Ukraine from the rest of the country failed. Why did it happen? And
what happened on May 2, 2014? Participants of those events are now talking about it.
The documentary is based on the independent investigation carried out by May 2 Group.
By Elizaveta Tatarinova; Camera: Victor Levchuk and Oleksiy Didyk; TTB Studio
Production.
____
List of the names of interviewees
Zoya Kazhandi
Journalist, blogger, and civic activist. Odessa Euromaidan activist. From May 4, 2014, to
June 2015, advisor to the Governor of Odessa Region.
Oleksandr Ostapenko
Retired army colonel, PhD in military science, coordinator of Odessa Euromaidan (20132014), Deputy Governor of Odessa Region (May 2014), now assistant professor, EU
Integration Department Odessa Regional Institute of Public Administration
Mykhailo Shmushkovych
Member of the Executive Committee, Odessa City Council. From December 2014 to
November 2015, Chairman of Odessa Regional Council. In May 2014, member of the
Odessa Regional Council representing the Party of Regions.
Oleh Konstantinov
Journalist, editor-in-chief of "Dumskaya" news agency, participant of May 2 events.
Covered the clashes in Hretska Square for "Dumskaia" news agency from 5 pm. Around 6
pm, he received a case-shot wound.
Serhiy Dibrov
Journalist, blogger, civic activist. "Dumskaya" news agency columnist, member of "May 2
Group".
Vitaliy Kozhuhar
Deputy Commander of Odessa. Self-Defence forces on May2, 2014.
Serhiy Rudyk
Odessa Militia activist, participant of May 2 events.
Vitaliy Svichinskiy
Commander of Odessa. Self Defence forces on May 2, 2014.
Serhiy Dolzhenkov
Ne of the leaders of Odessa Militia who was accused of inciting May 2 riots in Odessa.
Dmytro Fuchedzhi
Deputy Chief of Odessa Regional Police for public security at the time of the events.
Vladyslav Serdiuk

Police lieutenant colonel (retired), member of May 2 Group.
Oleksandr Herasimov
Odessa Antimaidan activist, participant of May 2 events.
Yuriy Mukan
Firearms and explosives expert, member of May 2 group.
Vladimir Ivanov
Father of the murdered, Ihor Ivanov.
Ihor Ivanov
Lawyer, member of the "Odessa Right Sector". At 4:22 pm, he was fatally wounded
during the clash in Hretska Square. Euromaidan supporter Andriy Biriukov also died fro,
gunshot wounds sustained at the same time. The firearms involved have never been
found.
Luka Losynskiy
Father of the murdered, Yevhen Losynskiy.
Yevhen Losynskiy
Participated in May 2 events among Kulykove Poie activists. He was fatally wounded with
case-shot in Hretska Square. Other people who were wounded and died were Hennadiy
Petrov, Oleksandr Zhulkov and Mykola Yavorskiy.
Vasyl Cheglatonev
Head of the operating facility, municipal ambulance station.
Maksym Mykhailov
Football fan, participant of May 2 events.
Serhiy Dmitriev
Antimaidan activist, superintendent of the tent camp in Kulykove Pole, participant of May
2 events.
Irina
Eyewitness of May 2 events.
Yanis
Kulykove Pole Activist, participant of May 2 events.
Vladsylav Balinskiy
Chemistry expert, member of May 2 Group.
Oleh Kutskiy
Photographer, was covering May 2 events in Kulykove Pole.
Vladimir Sarkistan
Toxicologist, Member of May 2 Group.
Tetiana Herasymova
Journalist, coordinator of the 2nd of May Group.
Hobart Earle
American conductor. People's Artist of Ukraine. Has been living in Odessa since 1991.
Music Director and Principal Conductor of the Odessa Philharmonic Orchestra.

Aleksandr Filippov
Archpriest, Dean of Odessa Cathedral of Intercession of the Virgin, Kyiv Patriarchate,
Ukrainian Orthodox Church. Army chaplain, volunteer. In 1992-1997 was a warrant
officer at the Interior Troops of the Russian Federation.
Ilia Khusid
Fifth generation Odessa resident, member of Odessa teams in popular comedy TV shows
in the 1980s-90s.
_______________________________________________________________________

Donbas militants ‘sentence’ 63-year-old Ukrainian
religious scholar on insane charges
By Halya Coynash
Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group (04.05.2017) - http://bit.ly/2rhmX7P - After
holding well-known academic Ihor Kozlovskyy prisoner for well over a year, the Kremlinbacked militants of the so-called Donetsk people’s republic [DPR] have now ‘sentenced’
him to nearly 3 years’ imprisonment. The 63-year-old religious scholar was ‘convicted’
by a DPR military court of possession of two grenades which were purportedly ‘found’ in
his flat. The grenades and charges emerged in this case long after Kozlovskyy had been
taken prisoner on January 27, 2016.
According to Kozlovskyy’s younger son, Oleksandr, the ‘DPR military tribunal’ provided
the sentence demanded by the militants’ military prosecutor – 2 years and 8 months.
Even had the charges been possible to take seriously, the ’sentence’ would still be brutal.
No consideration was taken of Kozlovskyy’s age nor the fact that he is caring for his
elder son who has Down Syndrome and is also confined to a wheelchair. It was because
of his son’s special needs that Kozlovskyy remained in Donetsk after the city came under
militant control. It is a further reason why the suggestion that the academic could have
been holding grenades on the bookcase in his own home is insultingly absurd.
Oleksandr Kozlovskyy says that the ‘court’ justified the harsh sentence by claiming that
the academic was ideologically unsound “since he had had contacts with several
organizations banned in the DPR, including members of the VO Svoboda party in 2014”.
Kozlovskyy was taken prisoner in Donetsk on Jan 26, 2016. The militants turned up and
without any explanation, took Kozlovsky, computers and numerous documents, etc.
away (and no grenades!). Not only was Slava (Sviatoslav) left alone, unable to
understand what had happened to his father, but they also removed his documents,
meaning that it was only in October 2016 that the family were finally able to rescue him.
He is in a desperate state, clutches hold of photographs of his father and keeps asking
when he’s coming home.
Kozlovskyy was one of a number of Ukrainians seized around that time, including a
young civic activist Volodymyr Fomichov who had believed assurances of safety and
come to militant-controlled territory to visit his family. The militants used the same
claim about grenades against Fomichov, and almost certainly subjected him to torture.
It has been claimed in Kozlovskyy’s case that his arrest was connected with an attempt
to blow up a statue of Vladimir Lenin in Donetsk. In fact, two well-known journalists –
Alexei Matsuka and Denis Kazansky – had reported that the militants were carrying out
a mass campaign seizing ‘dissidents’, those suspected of holding pro-Ukrainian views.

Ihor Kozlovsky is well-known both in Ukraine, and abroad. He was, for example, the
President of the Centre for Religious Studies and International Spiritual Relations, and
headed a centre with the same title within the now dissolved Donetsk State Institute for
Artificial Intelligence. He had been working at the Philosophy Faculty of Donetsk
Technical University before the Kremlin-backed militants seized control of Donetsk in
2014.
Kozlovskyy took an active role in the Prayer Marathon, in which believers of different
faiths gathered in the centre of Donetsk each day, under a Ukrainian flag to pray for
unity and peace. A number of participants were abducted, attacked or otherwise
persecuted during the many months in 2014 before it finally became impossible to
continue. He was particularly involved in promoting inter-faith dialogue, and it is
probably no accident that his ‘arrest’ coincided with a staged demonstration outside the
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church in Donetsk. The demonstrators, who had clearly been
ordered to attend, held banners against what was termed ‘sects’, and called on militant
leader Alexander Zakharchenko “to drive out sectarians”, who were alleged to be
Western-paid or even linked with the CIA (more details here).
While the ‘grenades’ first appeared in the story much later, the militants never really
concealed the real grounds for the scholar’s ‘arrest’. In February 2016, Alexander
Khodakovsky asserted that the highly respected academic might have been involved in
what he termed “destabilizing the situation” and had had “multiple contacts with various
organizations in Ukraine engaged in destructive activities here”.
Prominent Ukrainians, such as Jamala, recently joined in an international flashmob
#FreeKozlovskyy. The charges against the renowned religious scholar are grotesquely
absurd, and further action is urgently needed to put pressure on the militants and Russia,
which largely controls their actions, to let Ihor Kozlovsky return to his family. Or, as
Slava Kozlovskyy asks, to save his father.

Letter to HRWF from the Ukranian Association of
Researchers of Religion regarding Igor Kozlovsky
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Dear Mr. Willy Fautre!
We, Ukrainian Association of Researchers of Religion (UARR) togethr with Center of
religious science research and international spiritual relations (CRSR), appeal to you as to scientist
and civic activist who deeply values human rights and freedoms. Our colleague, well-known researcher
of religion studies, historian Igor Kozlovsky now held in captivity in the territory of Europe and needs
our help. We ask you to facilitate in dissemination the information regarding the situation with Igor
Kozlovsky.
In January 2016, Igor Kozlovsky was imprisoned in Donetsk on trumped accusations by
authorities of so-called "Donetsk People's Republic" (DPR), which is recognized as terrorist
organization. Up to day Igor Kozlovsky kept in the terrible conditions in Donetsk prison. For more than
a year nor his relatives neither representatives of international organizations (OSCE, UNCHR, Red
Cross) were unable to meet him.
Throughout the year the Ukrainian government on different levels worked on liberation of Igor
Kozlovsky from captivity. Scientist has been included in the exchange lists of prisoners between
Ukraine and the so-called "DPR" from Ukrainian side. But the fall of 2016 it appeared that "DPR"
refused to exchange I. Kozlovsky. Representatives of Ukraine during Minsk negotiations regularly
raising issues of release of the scientist, but this is still did not give any results.
Since February 2017 DPR terrorist groups begun a court trial against I. Kozlovsky. His case is
under jurisdiction of DPR Military Tribunal (Military Tribunal by Chamber of the Supreme Court of
DPR). Scientist and public activist, peacemaker, person who was not involved in any military action
was tried as a war criminal!
May 3, 2017 the so-called "military tribunal" of DPR" condemned" Igor Kozlovsky, which was
illegally kept by gunmen in Donetsk, for 2 years and 8 months imprisoning based on the false and
absurd charges. Judges of "DPR" does not take into account either academic achievement or
peacekeeping activity of Igor Kozlovsky, nor scientists’ age 63-year-old, nor that his disabled son needs
his care.
International organizations that constantly monitor, record and inform the public about the
problems of human rights violations, immediately after the trial on I. Kozlovsky made the statements.
Human Rights Watch (HRW) calls for the immediate release of the scientist.
http://khpg.org/en/index.php?id=1493845816
https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/05/06/ukraine-prison-sentence-academic-separatist-region
Igor Kozlovsky is a well-known scientist not only in Ukraine but also abroad.
Scientific interests of Igor Kozlovsky are very broad, among them are problems of religious
studies, religious practice, history of religion, psychology of religion, phenomenology of religion,
religions of the East, new religious movements, missionary activity in Ukraine and world and others. He
successfully for several decades studying world religions - Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Buddhism,

Hinduism, Shintoism and others not only theoretically in the office or library but also practically in
scientific expeditions all around the world. He is an author of over 100 scientific publications, including
monographs, educational methodical manuals and more than 200 articles in dictionaries, encyclopedias,
periodicals. Igor Kozlovskyy is highly qualified researcher who participated in numerous international,
national and regional conferences, professional expert on the problems of religious life in Ukraine for
public authorities and different state and public institutions.
Igor Kozlovsky has developed and was teaching lecture courses: History of Religion, Philosophy
of Religion, Methodology of Religious Studies, Theory and practice of religious mysticism, Religion in
the history of Ukraine, World history of religion thought, Philosophy and theology of Islam, History of
Ukrainian and foreign religious studies, Teaching methodology of r eligious studies and so on.
As scientist and lector Kozlovsky always maintained scientific contacts with leading religious
centers and universities in Ukraine and around the world. He is longtime Head of Donetsk regional
branch of the Ukrainian Association of Religious Studies, Head of Donetsk regional public organization
"Center of Religious Science Research and International Spiritual Relations".
It can be confidently state that Kozlovsky created his scientific school and has dozens of students
worldwide. He made a significant contribution to the formation and development of religion education
in Ukraine. He was co-organizer of different scientific, educational and public events, including
scientific seminars, round tables, international and national conferences on actual scientific, social,
cultural and national issues. As a teacher I. Kozlovsky inspired and encouraged students to work on
their researches. With his guidance students carried out a permanent and active scientific activity,
participated in many scientific events: international, national and student conferences, competitions,
contests and so on.
Kozlovsky’s activity has always been aimed at raising respect and tolerance between different
confessions and promoted formation of multi-cultural, multi-ethnic and multi-religious palette of
Donbass. As a peacekeeper, he had been with visits to world religious and public leaders, namely
Patriarch Alexei II, Pope John Paul II, Patriarch of Constantinople Bartholomew I, Chief Rabbi of Israel
Shlomo Amar, President of the Federation of Jewish Communities in CIS countries Levi Levaev and
others.
We, colleagues of Igor Kozlovsky, kindly ask you to contact the Foreign Ministers of the
Normandy contact group and the Embassies of Russian Federation, Germany, France and Ukraine in
your country to facilitate the release of Igor Kozlovsky from captivity.
Negotiations in Minsk are continuing more than a year without any results. Ukraine from its side
is doing everything possible for the release of the scientist. But we believe that active position, the
pressure from leading European countries will significantly increase the chance for Igor Kozlovsky
being released from captivity.
We kindly ask European public and the scientific community raise up the issue of Igor
Kozlovsky release from captivity on the meetings of Normandy contact group.

President Ukrainian Association

Professor Anatolii Kolodnyi

of Researchers of Religion
Vice-president,
Center of religious science research

Viktoriia Borodina

and international spiritual relations
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ICJ recognises jurisdiction in Ukraine vs Russia case
Gorshenin Weekly (24.04.2017) - On 19 April 2017, the International Court of Justice
(ICJ) in The Hague delivered its order on Ukraine's request for provisional measures
against Russia.
It said that the evidence before the court is sufficient to establish, prima facie, the
existence of a dispute between Ukraine and Russia on the International Convention for
the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism (ICSFT) and the International Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD).
The court indicated provisional measures in respect of CERD. In particular, it obliged
Russia to refrain from maintaining or imposing limitations on the ability of the Crimean
Tatar community to conserve its representative institutions, including the self-styled
government Majlis, and ensure the availability of education in the Ukrainian language.
Both parties shall refrain from any action which might aggravate or extend the dispute,
the court added.
The court did not indicate provisional measures requested by Ukraine with regard to
ICSFT because at this stage of proceedings, Ukraine has not put before it evidence which
affords a sufficient basis to find it plausible that the elements of intention, knowledge and
purpose are present in Russia's actions. The court said it expected both parties to work
for the full implementation of the Minsk agreements.
Ukraine's deputy foreign minister and head of the Ukrainian delegation at the ICJ, Olena
Zerkal, welcomed the court conclusions on the application of ICSFT, saying that the
judges recognised that the events presented by Ukraine fall under the jurisdiction of the
convention and supported Ukraine's position on the pre-trial procedure.
Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko said the court's order was very important. For
the first time Russia was legally recognised as a party to the Minsk agreements, not an
intermediary as it wanted to present itself. Representatives of Ukraine and Russia will
meet ICJ President Ronny Abraham in The Hague on 12 May. They will discuss a
schedule for the submission of documents and a possibility of Russia's appeal of court
jurisdiction.

Injustice wins again
Set free by Kyiv judges, four former Berkut riot police officers charged with
murder of torture fled to Russia this month. Their cases, dating back to the
2013-2014 Euromaidan Revolution, underscore ongoing corruption in Ukraine’s
judicial system and the abject failure of court reforms
Kyiv Post (21.04.2017) – The incident has triggered a public outcry with critics arguing
that the officers’ flight is another classic example of Ukraine’s politicized and corrupt
judiciary.
They claim the cases were sabotaged by the Interior Ministry led by Arsen Avakov,
accusing the nation’s biggest law enforcement agency of protecting former Berkut
officers accused of crimes committed during Ukraine’s 100-day Euromaidan Revolution
that drove President Viktor Yanukovych from power of February 24, 2014.
Lawyers suspect the court rulings were influenced by higher-ranking officials who the
officers might have implicated in wrongdoing.

The National Police, accused of protecting its officers, denied any meddling, while the
Interior Ministry and the courts involved did not comment by the time the Kyiv Post went
to publication.
Suspects released
The officers who fled released a video from Russia saying “they have realized that it is
dangerous for them to stay in Ukraine.” They had pleaded non-guilty and complained
about prosecutors’ alleged bias.
The four officers – Vitaly Honcharenko, Vladyslav Masteha, Artem Voilokov and
Oleksandr Kostyuk – were detained in June in Kharkiv where they lived and
served. Only Honcharenko had been suspended while the other three still worked in the
police.
Three judges of the Kyiv Court of Appeals – Oleh Prysyazhnyuk, Vyacheslav
Dzubin and Tetiana Rosik – released Honcharenko on April 6.
Berkut officers Voilokov and Masteha were placed under night-time house arrest – a
measure effectively equivalent to release during daytime – by Iryna Lytvynova, a
judge of Kyiv’s Pechersk Court, in March.
The fourth officer, Kostyuk, was released by Roman Novak, a Pechersk Court
judge, in November.
Valery Lashevych, a judge of the Kyiv Court of Appeal, placed another ex-Berkut
officer, Oleksandr Belov, under night-time house arrest in November. Below is still in
Ukraine.
Sergii Gorbatiuk, head of the prosecutorial department for trials in absentia, believes the
judges’ rulings to be unlawful and says he is planning to prosecute them.
Judges’ background
Some of the judges who released the officers have a controversial reputation and are
considered to be loyal to the authorities.
In March, Rosik and Lashevych were chosen to consider an appeal against the arrest of
State Fiscal Service Chief Roman Nasirov, a loyalist of President Petro
Poroshenko. Lashevych and Pryzyazhnyuk on April 19 ruled to return Nasirov’s
passport and other documents, which had previously been seized to prevent him from
fleeing.
Lashevych and Rosik in March also reduced the bail for Ruslan Zhurilov, a suspect in a
corruption case investigated by the National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine (NABU).
Meanwhile Dzyubin and Lashevych have ruled against ex-Depurty Prosecutor General
Vitaly Kasko, Ukop Party leader Gennady Korban and lawmaker Ihor Mosiychuk – political
opponents of Poroshenko.
Dzyubin visited the Presidential Administration in 2015 before ruling against Korban,
according to the UNIAN news agency.
Lashevych was investigated in a case against ex-Kyiv Appeals Court Chief Anton
Chernushenko, who fled in 2015 after being charged with interfering with the automatic
system for allocating cases to judges. Lashevych is also accused of having ties to

Poroshenko’s grey cardinal and lawmaker Oleksandr Hranovsky who has close ties with
the prosecutors and lawyers but denies influencing law enforcement.
Judge Lytvynova was investigated over an alleged unlawful ruling in 2015, while Novak
has been accused of numerous procedural violations.
Declared wealth
The judges’ assets declarations have shown property that is at odds with their modes
salaries.
Pryzyazhnyuk owns two houses, three apartments, two cars and 7500 square metres of
land. His job in the Kyiv Appeal Court pays him $ 13,000 per year.
Novak, whose yearly salary is $9000, owns with his wife a 12,000 square meter land
plot in Kyiv and $16,500 in cash.
Lytvynova, who makes $11,300 as a judge, has two apartments and two houses.
Dzyubin makes $11,700 a year, while he and his wife have three apartments and
$43,000 in cash.
Sabotage by police
Meanwhile, the Interior Ministry is trying to protect Berkut police officers. For example,
Kharkiv city police tried to get Honcharenko out under their responsibility.
Top officials of Kyiv police have also addressed the courts asking not to suspend Berkut
officers, and the police has given positive recommendations to Berkut suspects.
Ex-Deputy Prosecutor General Oleksiy Bahanets has also accused Interior Minister Arsen
Avakov and his aide Anton Gerashchenko of obstructing the prosecution of Berkut
officers. Gerashchenko has praised some of the suspects for their service.
Suspected crimes
Police officer Honcharenko and Belov are accused of killing three people on February
18, 2014. Honcharenko is also suspected of attacking protester Serhiy Didych, who was
later killed in another incident.
“I have no hope that these crimes will be solved,” Didych’s widow Halyna Didych said.
“Now we see the results – Kharkiv-born Avakov and his aide (Anton Gerashchenko) are
helping Kharkiv Berkut police members to avoid punishment.”
Masteha and Voilokov are suspected of torturing protesters on January 19, 2014.
Honcharenko and Kostyuk have also been charged with assaulting human rights activist
Kostyantyn Reutsky at a checkpoint in Kharkiv Oblast on January 29, 2015.
Honcharenko has been officially recognized as a veteran of the war with Russia. Critics
have dismissed his veteran status as false as he effectively fled to the enemy.
Previous runaways
About seven Berkut officers fled in February 2014 at a time when there was no proof of
their involvement in EuroMaidan murders.

In April 2014, Berkut police commander Dmytro Sadovnyk – the key suspect in the
EuroMaidan murders case – and two other Berkut employees were arrested.
In late July to August, prosecutors were preparing to arrest six more Berkut officers but
the suspects left the country after what critics believe was a leak of information from law
enforcement agencies.
Sadovnyk fled the country after Pechersk Court Judge Svitlana Volkova released him
from custody and put him under night-time house arrest on September 19, 2014.
Volkova had no right to release him as Sadovnyk’s arrest was to expire only on
September 26, 2014, according to the General Prosecutor’s Office. Rank-and-file
prosecutors wanted to arrest him after that but the leadership of the Prosecutor’s
General’s Office refused to allocate a special forces unit to arrest him after he was
released. Oleksiy Donsky, a top official at the prosecutorial department for trials in
absentia, said in 2014.
Political influence?
Then-Prosecutor General Vitaly Yarema and his deputy Mykola Herasimyuk have
been blamed for allowing Sadovnyk to escape.
Herasimyuk, who later became a parliamentary aide to lawmaker Hranovsky, was offered
bribes to drop charges against allies of ex-President Viktor Yanukovych, and he
transferred $700,000 abroad in 2014, according to emails published by the Organized
Crime and Corruption Reporting Project.
Since Yerema, who denied accusations of sabotage, was a loyalist of Poroshenko, the
president has also been accused of being involved in the case, which he denies.
Volkova was known for her loyalty to the authorities. The case against Volkova, who is
accused of making an unlawful ruling has seen no progress.
Other fugitives
Meanwhile, two other Berkut officers fled in February 2015.
Currently, 23 former Berkut employees are wanted and 14 of them have gotten
Russian citizenship. Some of them formed a new Berkut police unit in the
Russian occupied Ukrainian territory of Crimea, while others are employedby
Moscow’s OMON riot police unit.
Lawyer Markiyan Halabala says there’s little hope that Russia will extradite the Berkut
officers, but there is a chance for a trial in absentia if the corresponding law is improved.
However, the authorities have so far failed to amend the legislation on trials in absentia,
which is currently at odds with international law.
Disgraced unit
At least 10-ex-Berkut officers charged with crimes, including five in Kharkiv Oblast,
remain in Ukraine, with some released and others in custody or under house arrest. Of
these, five are on trial on suspicion of murdering protesters on February 20, 2014.
Though the Berkut unit, known for its brutality, was formerly liquidated on February 25,
2014 de facto it was simply renamed.

Most of the Berkut officers remained in the police, said lawyer Vitaly Tytych and ex-police
vetting commission members Roman Sinitsyn and Olga Khudetska. But the Interior
Ministry and the National Police have so far refused to divulge the number of Berkut
officers who remained in their jobs.
Though ex-National Police Chief Khatia Dekanoidze initially planned a stricter vetting
procedure for Berkut police, it has not been implemented, according to Sinitsyn and
Khudetska.
According to them, some Berkut officers also “hid” by being transferred tot the National
Guard and Defense Military units, which did not have to pass vetting.

OSCE Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine patrol
member killed in explosion near Luhansk
OSCE (23.04.2017) - http://bit.ly/2q5mDV2 - A paramedic who was part of a patrol of
the OSCE Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine (SMM) died and two SMM monitors were
taken to hospital today after their vehicle was heavily damaged by an explosion near
Pryshyb in the non-government controlled Luhansk region.
Austrian Foreign Minister and OSCE Chairperson-in-Office Sebastian Kurz and OSCE
Secretary General Lamberto Zannier both extend their most heartfelt condolences to the
family and relatives of the individual who died as well as to the SMM team as a whole.
They also express solidarity with the monitors who were injured and wish them a speedy
recovery.
"Immediately after the incident became known, I spoke with SMM Chief Monitor
Ambassador Ertugrul Apakan to assure him of the full support of the Austrian OSCE
Chairmanship in these hard times. SMM is doing an outstanding job, day by day, to
stabilize the crisis in and around Ukraine. But the mission is too often hampered by
threats, by access restrictions, by disinformation or the destruction of its technical
means. This is simply unacceptable. All circumstances of this tragic incident must be
clarified without hindrance. I urge all actors that have an influence on the situation on
the ground to live up to their responsibility in guaranteeing safety and security to the
SMM," Kurz said.
Zannier said: "I am deeply shocked and saddened by this tragic death. This is the first
time a member of an SMM patrol has been killed while on duty. This appalling incident
underlines the increasingly dangerous security environment the SMM monitors are
working in every day. All sides are responsible for the safety and security of the OSCE
monitors. The Mission must have universal support and everyone must recommit to its
objectives and to protecting the monitors from danger. The OSCE has launched an
investigation into the incident and expects maximum co-operation from all concerned."

The first fatality of the OSCE SMM in Ukraine
Odessablogger (23.04.2017) - http://bit.ly/2pbUQFr - It is perhaps to view matters in a
somewhat fatalistic way to be less than surprised by the tragic news of the first fatality,
and serious injuries to others from among those that compose the OSCE Special
Monitoring Mission in Ukraine.
The war in the Donbas has claimed yet more lives of non-combatants.
It appears that a SMM vehicle drove over a mine in the occupied territory of Luhansk
with fatal results.
A reader can expect swift claims that the SMM had traveled along an unauthorised route
– and also that it was the Ukrainian military that entered the occupied Lugansk territory
and laid the mine in question. From the viewpoint of those controlling the occupied
Luhansk territories it is a natural reaction.
The reaction of the Ukrainian leadership will be equally as obvious.
Curators of the occupied territories in Moscow may or may not think a little more
carefully before making statements considering the lost OSCE soul is apparently either a
US or UK citizen (it is unclear at the time of writing), the injured a German, and
depending upon what can be achieved not only within the realm of foreign public
consumption, but also any opportunities for tweaking that they may wish to make within
the leadership of occupied Luhansk. The Russian domestic audience is unlikely to pay
much attention to such an incident – if it features on the Russian news cycle with any
prominence at all.
For Russia to consider altering course it perhaps depends far more on any destabilising
seepage back into surrounding Russian oblasts than upon anything else.
A reader will also expect blunt statements from the European political community
regarding the need for a swift and transparent investigation into this fatal incident. If
MH17, or more generally the inability of the SMM to fully carry out their mandate within
the occupied territories is any guide, then they will be statements of hope rather than
expectation. What statements, if any, from the US are perhaps a little less predictable
these days, even if it turns out to be a US rather than UK citizen that died upholding an
international mandate.
For all the disparaging remarks made about the SMM by those among the Ukrainian,
occupied territory and Russian commentators, when taking a step back and assessing the
overall SMM effectiveness in fulfilling its mandate – a mandate which is one of monitoring
and not peacekeeping or peacemaking – then it has to be said that Alexander Hug has
done a very good job under very difficult circumstances.
The mission operates in an environment swimming in mistrust between opposing sides
and also by both sides regarding the SMM mission. In effect it operates within its
mandate but also within the parameters that either side provide it on the ground.
Further there are some rather suspect monitors among those that have made up the
SMM team which adds to the distrust by both sides and no doubt also complicates
matters for Mr Hug internally and externally of the SMM set up.
It is almost a forgone conclusion that this incident will be barely mentioned in European
news cycles due to the French going to the polls, despite this being the first fatality and
serious injuries received by SMM monitors in Ukraine since 2014 when the mission

began. Long since have near misses and SMM vehicles getting hit by bullets made the
news.
Social media will be filled with less than nuanced commentary that pays no regard to the
parameters of the SMM mission – regardless of whatever limited effectiveness that is
perceived in fulfilling it. Aside from the role it plays in documenting events, and the daily
public SMM reports do not necessarily equate to the detail contained in reports that are
not made public, it is particularly difficult to measure prevention – and who knows what
skirmishes, battles and other acts were considered and abandoned due to the SMM
presence?
Whatever the case, the war in the Donbas has claimed yet another life of an unarmed
non-combatant.
Due to the precedent set (if a somewhat expected eventuality) by the loss of the poor
soul involved, it remains to be seen whether it is a life that may actually stand out
among the others in the daily summaries relating to eastern Ukraine that are wearily
pushed in front of European government ministers.
It may perhaps focus minds, even if temporarily, on the role of the SMM in eastern
Ukraine, notwithstanding the tools/equipment and vocal diplomatic support they have to
achieve it.

A Bulgar uprising? – Odessa
Odessablogger (19.04.2017) - http://bit.ly/2okJEHo - It has been several years since the
blog noted the rise and subsequent failure of the Kremlin backed “People’s Council of
Bessarabia” in the southwest of Odessa Oblast.
That several leaders were jailed on separatism charges and subsequently exchanged in
prisoner swaps (to then head over the border of Ukraine’s large aggressive eastern
neighbour), notwithstanding the failure to get MP Anton Kisse “on side”, who as unofficial
Tsar of the region would have to give his support to any such entity for it to succeed, the
idea to create separatist enclave in the southwest of Odessa died a strategic death.
That is not to say Mr Kisse is necessarily ideologically against a “Bessarabia” per se, only
that he is quite aware of the negative economic outcomes upon his personal interests in
creating one. Nevertheless he is known to provoke the Bulgars, Gagauzes and Albanians
in Bolgrad specifically, to call for independent territorial administrations.
As leader of the ethnic Bulgar community (the first leader, Theodore Karazhekov,
disappearing never to be seen or heard of again when Mr Kisse decided he wanted to
head the organisation) Anton Kisse nevertheless has clear empathy with the sensitivities
of the Bulgar community.
Two years on from the failure of the “People’s Council of Bessarabia” and a return to clam
within that region of Odessa, the rapidly approaching anniversaries of the 2nd May
tragedy and 9th May Victory Day, appears to witness the ethnic Bulgars once again being
subjected to Kremlin intrigues.
It hasto be noted that from mid-April social media in Odessa has witnessed
advertisements/recruiting for “professional Russians” to engage in anti-social and violent
acts – the offered pay UAH 1000. By “professional Russians” a reader should understand
that these are people who only turn out to protest, whatever the cause (be it proKremlin, tree hugging, or whatever) for money. No money = no protester.

The offered UAH 1000 is sure to draw some in, for it is far more than most paid protests
pay for turning out for their cause.
Ergo, the question is how big is the budget to sponsor trouble on 2nd and 9th May in
Odessa? For that will dictate the maximum number of paid protesters – less the
expenses of busing in numbers if the locals aren’t sufficiently interested, plus placards,
assorted smoke and gas grenades and perhaps a firearm or two in order to provide the
necessary media spectacle.
Some figures being banded about seem ludicrously high even when paying a sizable mob
for 2 days of protest, agitation, and perhaps riot. MP Vadim Rabinovych, who may be
entertaining but who is also often a stranger to the truth (perhaps unsurprisingly for a
man jailed twice in his life for criminality) has stated up to a staggering UAH 27 million is
available to destabilise Odessa between now and the 2nd and 9th May dates.
What has this to do with the ethnic Bulgar community?
With regard to the UAH 1000 “professional Russian” recruiting probably very little – if
anything.
However it appears the ethnic Bulgars are to be used yet again in Kremlin shenanigans in
Odessa – whether ethnic Bulgars are actually involved or not.
It has become known that the Russian secret services sent a man via Kharkiv to Odessa
to meet with a known Kremlin agent provocateur called Nikolai Dulsky who heads the
NGO Наждак (Najdak which means Emery (as in Emery cloth), or abrasive). The NGO
indeed lives up to its name.
The plan was to have the Bulgars appear before the Bulgarian Consulate in Odessa at the
monument to the poet Hristo Botev and produce placards and flags chanting for the
equal rights for an oppressed Bulgarian community – or perhaps more accurately to have
people appear to be ethnic Bulgars from Odessa carrying out such acts as it is entirely
unclear whether any Bulgars were involved.
Indeed the SBU has detained Mr Dulsky and seized placards, cash and weapons – the
standard preparatory fare – as well as flags of both Bulgaria and Ukrainian nationalists.
The intention it would seem, to create two sides, ethnic Bulgars and Ukrainian
nationalists, brawling outside the Bulgarian Consulate over “ethnic issues”. Mr Dulsky’s
fee to The Kremlin for creating this theatre was UAH 80,000 – which was to include the
payment of those purporting to be ethnic Bulgars, and perhaps Ukrainian nationalists had
Ukrainian nationalists failed to show up. (One of the things those with extreme views
can be relied upon for, is to react to carefully constructed reflexive control operations –
not withstanding the ease at which agent provocateurs can work within such
organisations.)
The Consulate of the Russian Federation in Odessa is located about 500 meters from the
Bulgarian Consulate thus guaranteeing that had the plan come to fruition, lots of
unsightly video and photographic propaganda would ensue both within Ukraine and of
course Bulgaria. That such active measures involving the ethnic Bulgars (or those
pretending to be such) have (thus far) has been thwarted will probably garner no traction
within the Bulgarian media.
Thus the prelude to what seems very likely to see Kremlin attempts to provoke discord in
Odessa are once again are under way. No doubt the first 2 weeks of May in Odessa will
be filled with intrigue, active measures and reflexive control operations. A reader might
suspect the same in Kharkiv, Mykolaiv and Kherson too – but perhaps a watchful eye
should once again also be cast upon “Bessarabia” if yet further attempts at manipulating
(even if only in name) the ethnic Bulgars are once again on the Kremlin agenda.

In failing fast and in failing cheap, a foiled operation that cost UAH 80,000 hardly makes
a dent in the extraordinary (and frankly highly questionable) UAH 27 million Vadim
Rabinovych claims is available to destabilise Odessa over the coming weeks.
It remains to be seen how Odessa will police these coming weeks.
Thus far it has not requested external assistance during 2 – 9 May as it has in previous
years. The police are also trying to recruit a further 400 officers which indicates that
perhaps the thin blue line is actually particularly thin already – without what will be
significant public safety operations. The SBU will no doubt be working flat out too.
An interesting few weeks ahead perhaps.

Ukraine's statement in the International Court of Justice
(Hague) Ukraine vs Russia
The statement of Deputy Minister for Foreign Affairs of Ukraine Olena Zerkal at
the hearing in the International Court of Justice concerning application of
provisional measures in the case of Ukraine vs Russia
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine (06.06.2017) - http://bit.ly/2mxGO01 - Mr.
President, distinguished Members of this honorable Court. It is a great honor and
exceptional privilege to appear before the principal judicial body of the United Nations on
behalf of Ukraine.
Ukraine has come before this Court to defend the basic human rights of its people, faced
with the Russian Federation’s violations of international law. Today, I ask the Court to
indicate provisional measures to prevent those rights from being irreparably harmed
while this case is pending.
Thousands of innocent Ukrainian civilians have already suffered deadly attacks, and
millions remain under imminent threat. Their peaceful and simple day-to-day routines
have been ruined, and their fundamental rights have been blatantly violated by one of
the permanent members of the United Nations Security Council - the Russian Federation.
The Russian Federation continuously violates international law and abuses human rights.
The Russian Federation continues to supply deadly assistance to illegal armed groups in
Ukraine that have committed numerous terrorist attacks. In occupied Crimea, the
Russian Federation wholly disregards human rights, while implementing policies of
cultural erasure and pervasive discrimination. These actions are unacceptable to the
international community: They have been denounced by the United Nations.
The Russian Federation implements its foreign policy without regard for human life, and
uses any available tool to impose its will. The Russian Federation’s tactics include
support for terrorism and acts of racial discrimination, as well as propaganda, subversion,
intimidation, political corruption, and cyber-attacks. This is the reality that we are facing
in Ukraine. The Russian Federation has continued to engage in this conduct for three
years, and all this time it continues to deny its multifaceted aggression against Ukraine.
Today, I stand before the World Court to request protection of the basic human rights of
the Ukrainian people. We seek justice and accountability under international law, while
the Russian Federation continues to demonstrate disregard for its obligations under
international treaties. As a result, the people of Ukraine are facing an ongoing campaign
of terror and cultural erasure. The situation is truly dire.
Even in the last few weeks, the stakes have been raised. Russian-backed armed groups
have again escalated their attacks and intimidation of civilians. In the Ukrainian city of
Avdiivka, just within the week between 29 January and 5 February 2017, independent

OSCE monitors have confirmed at least 8 deaths and 30 injuries among civilians. As a
result of indiscriminate shelling, the city has suffered widespread destruction of
residential buildings and critical infrastructure, leaving civilians without electricity, water
supplies, and even heat at harsh temperatures far below zero. In just two months, since
the beginning of 2017, the amount of ammunition used to shell Avdiivka is estimated at
almost 15,000 pieces. This amount is equivalent to 14 cargo railway cars fully stocked
with ammunition. Meanwhile, the official spokesperson of the Russian president publicly
expressed hope that Russian proxies will not run short of ammunition. Can there be any
doubt about where all this ammunition comes from? No. It is from the Russian
Federation.
The attacks on Ukrainian civilians are the logical conclusion of the Russian Federation’s
support for groups that engage in terrorism. The destruction of Flight MH17 with a
Russian Buk system did not stop Russian financing of terrorism. With that continued
support, we suffered an attack on a bus at Volnovakha. A mere two weeks later,
Mariupol was bombarded, and Kramatorsk a few weeks after that. In Kharkiv, a peaceful
population was terrified by a string of bombings. These were not isolated incidents, but
the result of Russia’s sponsorship of terrorism.
While in the east of Ukraine civilians continue to suffer indiscriminate attacks, in occupied
Crimea the Russian Federation continues to implement a Soviet-style approach to human
rights, suppressing groups it sees as its enemies. Just recently, eleven Crimean Tatars
who were peacefully protesting against arbitrary searches were forcefully detained. This
is yet another example of how the Russian regime silences those it disfavors.
In this case, Ukraine seeks relief for Russia’s continuous violations of two treaties: the
International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism, and the
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.
Ukraine’s counsel will explain in detail the nature of our claims, and the reasons why
provisional measures are so urgent. Before they do so, I wish to briefly provide historical
context to show that current events in Ukraine are not occurring in isolation.
Since the re-establishment of modern Ukraine’s statehood after the collapse of the Soviet
Union, the people of Ukraine have sought to embrace democratic values, placing human
life and dignity as the highest priority of both the government and society. Unlike many
other post-communist states, Ukraine has never been known for ethnic tensions. The
Constitution of Ukraine and relevant legislation provides a fundamental system of
protection of ethnic groups’ rights, as verified by UN and EU monitors. Horrifying news of
terror against civilians seemed to be something that was happening far away from us.
Ukraine’s transformation and strengthening of ties with the European Union became a
particular source of Russian anger. The Russian Federation threatened to destroy
Ukraine’s economy by imposing punitive unilateral trade restrictions, attempted to freeze
Ukraine’s people by withholding gas supplies during the harsh winter season, and called
Ukraine’s territorial integrity into question.
Over the last decade Russia’s interference in Ukrainian affairs has steadily escalated. It
reached dangerous new levels in 2014. Russia decided to intervene in Ukraine militarily;
sponsor illegal groups that commit acts of terrorism on Ukrainian soil; and violate the
human rights of millions of people of Ukraine. Including, for too many, their right to life.
This conduct reflects a broader pattern of Russian behavior that sadly we are all familiar
with.
As Deputy Foreign Minister, I have dealt with all of these issues. But today I am here as
Ukraine’s Agent, and in that capacity, my interest is in the law, not politics. For almost
three years, I have personally pursued negotiations with the Russian Federation on these
legal disputes. I admit that it has been very difficult. Time after time, Russia brushed
aside Ukraine’s protests of treaty violations. Our objections were not taken seriously, and
we were repeatedly told that we did not have a real dispute. Then I would return home

and see with my own eyes Russia continuing its campaign against the Ukrainian people.
After many efforts, it was finally time to say that enough is enough.
That is what finally brings us here to the World Court. At this trying time, we must place
our faith in the institutions of international law for protection. This case will send a
message about whether the international legal order can stand up to powerful countries
that disregard the law and disrespect human rights.
At the same time, our request today is very modest. All we seek is a measure of stability
and calm, in an unpredictable and dangerous situation. Mr. President, Members of the
Court, in light of the imminent threat facing the people of Ukraine, I urge you to order
provisional measures. Ukraine’s distinguished counsel will explain the reasons why the
Court should grant us this protection.
First, Professor Harold Hongju Koh will provide an overview of Ukraine’s claims and our
request for provisional measures.
Second, Ms. Marney Cheek will explain the need for provisional measures relating to the
Terrorism Financing Convention, and will demonstrate that all criteria for the indication of
provisional measures are satisfied.
Third, Mr. Jonathan Gimblett will explain the need for provisional measures relating to
the CERD, and will demonstrate that the criteria for the indication of provisional
measures under that Convention are also satisfied.
Thank you, Mr. President and honorable Members of the Court. I now ask you to give the
floor to Professor Koh to continue the oral pleadings of Ukraine.

Ukraine vs Russia: hearings in the International Court of
Justice
The Embassy of Ukraine to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
(06.03.2017) - http://bit.ly/2m1GAuv - On 6 March in the Hague, the Netherlands, in the
framework of Ukraine's claim against the Russian Federation, the International Court of
Justice (“ICJ”) will hear Ukraine’s request for provisional measures.
On 16 January 2017, Ukraine filed a case in the ICJ to hold the Russian Federation
accountable for its support for terrorism in the east of Ukraine and acts of discrimination
of ethnic Ukrainians and Crimean Tatars in occupied Crimea.
Provisional measures will allow the Court to prevent the situation from deteriorating and,
more importantly, to protect civilians, during the time necessary for consideration of the
case. Proceedings on the merits of the case will continue however the Court resolves a
provisional measures request.
The request for provisional measures arises at a particularly important time, in the
context of the aggravated situation in Avdiivka and Crimea.
Ukraine’s request for provisional measures asks the Court to order the Russian
Federation to stop violating the international law. Specifically, Ukraine will ask the Court
to order that Russia ensures effective control over its border, stops the flow of weapons
from Russia to Ukraine, suspends its support for illegal armed groups that attack civilians
in Ukraine, and refrains from any further acts of discrimination in occupied Crimea.
The hearing on provisional measures is expected to last four days. Ukraine will
present arguments on Monday, 6 March, and Wednesday, 8 March. The Russian
Federation will present arguments on Tuesday, 7 March, and Thursday, 9
March. The hearing will open each day at 10 a.m. in The Hague, 11 a.m. Ukraine
time.

It can be viewed live online at:
http://www.icj-cij.org/presscom/multimedia.php?p1=6 or http://webtv.un.org/livenow/watch/the-hague-1000-am-icj-holds-hearings-in-the-case-of-ukraine-v.-russianfederation/2295230289001
The ICJ considers requests for provisional measures on an expedited basis. The Court is
expected to issue a decision in the coming months.
As for the consideration of the case on its merits, in the coming months the ICJ will
define a schedule of written proceedings. Oral hearings will be scheduled thereafter.

Ukraine’s legal cases against Russia in international
courts
By Gregorio Baggiani
Eurasia Daily Monitor (01.03.2017) - http://bit.ly/2lWCPJl - Ukraine has just concluded
its month-long role as rotating president of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC)
during February 2017. Kyiv has specifically pledged to use this high-level international
forum to confront Moscow for its aggression and to seek reimbursement for the damages
Ukraine has incurred following Russia’s forced annexation of Crimea and subsequent war
in Donbas (Ukraineun.org, accessed March 1). Indeed, the question of how to legally
pursue damages using international law and multinational courts has been gaining
momentum recently, as Ukraine prepares for its case to be heard before the UN
International Court of Justice, in The Hague (see below).
In October 2016, Ukrainian energy giant Naftohaz and six of its oil and natural gas
subsidiaries officially filed an arbitration against Russian authorities, who seized the
companies’ assets after Moscow illegally occupied Crimea in March 2014. The Ukrainian
firms heretofore operating on the Crimean peninsula never received any material
compensation from Moscow. The damages are estimated at $2.6 billion (Naftogaz.com,
October 19, 2016). Naftogaz, in particular, lost 15 oil and gas field–connected facilities in
Crimea and offshore, 3 potential oil and gas extraction areas, the underground storage
facility in Glebovskoe, over 1,200 kilometers of main gas pipelines, 43 gas distribution
stations, 29 extraction facilities, and several other assets (Zerkalo Nedeli, October 19,
2016; see EDM, April 24, 2014). According to the Ukrainian Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
six lawsuits have been initiated against the Russian Federation regarding the energy
sector (Mfa.gov.ua, accessed February 28). The lawsuits were filed based on a clause in
the Ukrainian-Russian intergovernmental agreement on the encouragement and mutual
protection of investments, better known as the Russian-Ukrainian Bilateral Investment
Treaty (Investmentpolicyhub.unctad.org, November 27, 1998). These lawsuits were
initiated by Privatbank, Ukrnafta, Belbek Airport, Stabil, Everest Estate and Oschadbank.
Naftogaz and several other companies are also in the process of preparing lawsuits, and
they have involved legal advisers from the start so as to avoid early mistakes in forming
their legal position (Zerkalo Nedeli, January 27, 2016).
In a January 2016 interview with Zerkalo Nedeli, Ukrainian Deputy Foreign Minister Elena
Zerkal explained that while her government continues to strive unrelentingly to protect
Ukraine’s sovereign rights and the rights of its citizens, Kyiv’s actions are limited to some
degree by various multilateral and bilateral agreements—including ones binding for both
Ukraine and Russia (Zerkalo Nedeli, January 27, 2016). The problem is that there are not
many tribunals whose jurisdiction is recognized by both Kyiv and Moscow.
One such prominent institution, however, is the International Court of Justice—the most
authoritative judicial body with regard to handling cases involving the sovereign interests
of states in the broadest sense. And indeed, as noted above, Ukraine will be pursuing its

case against Russia in this forum. The trial will take place on March 6 to 9 (Zerkalo
Nedeli, February 1). But complicating matters for Kyiv in this approach is the fact that
both Ukraine and Russia have inherited the old Soviet practice of a highly selective
recognition of the ICJ. In other words, the two sides are only able to use the ICJ to
enforce their rights when both Ukraine and Russia decide at that instance to recognize
the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice. Therefore, when it comes to relying
on the authority of this international tribunal, the options Ukraine could take advantage
of are actually quite limited.
Earlier this year, Ukraine filed a lawsuit against Russia in the ICJ over the latter’s
annexation of Crimea and mistreatment of the local Crimean Tatar population (UAWire,
January 17). Specifically, Kyiv charged Moscow with contravening several international
treaties, including the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
(pertaining, in this case to the harassed Tatar minority in Crimea) (Ukrinform, February
15), the Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism (including
considering Russia’s role in the downing of Malaysian Flight 17 over occupied Donbas in
mid-2017), as well as the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (concerning
Russian exploitation of Ukrainian fishery stocks, prevention of free navigation to
Ukrainian vessels in and around Crimean waters, as well as Russia building infrastructure
to which Ukraine has not given its consent). But Moscow has simply replied that
everything it had done was in full compliance with international law and refused,
therefore, to “legitimize” its actions by arguing its case before the ICJ (Mid.ru, January
17).
Notwithstanding its pending cases in the ICJ, the Ukrainian Ministry of Justice has
repeatedly stated, in the past, that the economic losses suffered by the state following
the occupation of Crimea will be reimbursed as part of the claim presented by Ukraine
against Russia at the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) (Interfax, February 2).
Whether such an approach ultimately proves fruitful remains to be seen—especially
considering that in the past two years, Russia has backed away from coming under the
jurisdiction of several international tribunals. In December 2015, the State Duma passed
a law allowing Russia to overrule decisions made in the ECHR; and last November,
Moscow pulled out of the International Criminal Court (ICC) (The Moscow Times,
December 15, 2015; Sputnik News, November 16, 2016).
The decision by the Russian authorities to circumvent various international law
institutions highlights Moscow’s approach to dealing with Ukrainian efforts to defend its
sovereign and commercial interests in international tribunals. Indeed, Ukrainian investors
who lost valuable assets in Crimea as a consequence of the occupation have a better
chance of winning their case in arbitration under the bilateral agreement on the mutual
protection of investments. Still, some mechanisms exist that could compel Russia to
implement the decisions of the International Court of Justice in the event of a judgement
friendly to Ukraine: A failure to comply with ICJ decisions would trigger the involvement
of the UNSC. And as laid out in the United Nations Charter, Russia, as a member of the
Security Council involved in a judicial litigation, would have to abstain from voting. In its
role as a non-permanent UNSC member, Ukraine will almost certainly seek to utilize such
legal strategies and institutional mechanisms this year.

Odessa : Kidnapping plot targeting MP Goncharenko
uncovered
Human Rights Without Frontiers had interviewed him in Odessa in August 2016

Separatists intending to kidnap and mutilate Goncharenko detained in Odessa

Interfax Ukraine (24.02.2014) - http://en.interfax.com.ua/news/general/405349.html Law enforcement officers of Odesa region prevented the abduction to inflict grievous
bodily harm to deputy head of the Petro Poroshenko Bloc parliamentary faction Oleksiy
Goncharenko and detained the organizers and perpetrators of this crime.
Odesa region prosecutor Oleg Zhuchenko and head of the SBU in the Odesa region
Sergiy Batrakov said at an emergency press briefing in Odesa on Thursday that security
forces have found a criminal group which was engaged in the manufacture and
distribution of campaign materials of separatist slant.
"Now we are conducting six searches in Odesa. All members of this group have been
identified," Batrakov said, adding that during the searches pamphlets of anti-Ukrainian
content were seized aimed at promoting ethnic hatred.
Zhuchenko said that law enforcers have established and documented "involvement of this
group to the fact of infringement on life and health of the people's deputy Oleksiy
Goncharenko."
Batrakov said that the kidnapping of the people's deputy was planned with the aim of
inflicting bodily harm, not to kill him.
According to Zhuchenko, criminals who organized and tried to carry out the kidnapping of
Goncharenko, intended to cause him serious bodily injury, in particular, to blind him on
February 23 because they thought such an act is symbolic on this date.
"The father of Kushnariov [who passed away on May 2, 2014 in Odesa] is a deputy of
Lymansky Regional Council of Odesa region, and this is he, who is not only the
paymaster of the MP's abduction, but he, with two his accomplices went to the scene and
had to cause serious bodily injuries to the people's deputy, namely to apply acid to
disfigure his face, blind him and break his kneecaps," the prosecutor of Odesa region
said.
According to Batrakov, lawbreakers were able to implement this kidnapping, but they
were detained during their arrival at the crime scene. "During the arrest evidence were
seized, namely an acid bottle and a hammer. They personally came to the place
designated for the victim's capture wearing balaclavas, so that it would be impossible to
identify them," Batrakov said.

Who may be behind the abduction plan?
Odessablog (24.02.2017) - https://odessablog.wordpress.com/ - Firstly it is necessary
to state that Mr Goncharenko is alive and well. His abduction being part of a wider SBU
operation that has been on-going for several months.
In short, there was indeed a plot to abduct Mr Goncharenko whereupon he was to be
tortured, have his kneecaps shattered and also have his eyesight damaged (or lost).
Death was not the desired outcome.
Behind this plot was/is a local politician from Odessa, a Deputy of the Liman District
Council, Alexander Krushnarev.
Mr Krushnarev is in fact head of the Opposition Block faction of the Liman Council and
the father of the late Gennady Krushnarev who died in the tragic fire of 2nd May in
Odessa. Gennady Krushnarev was a member of the pro-Kremlin “Odessa Squad” in 2014
when he died.
It may well be that Mr Krushnarev blames Mr Goncharenko for Odessa rejecting the
Novorossiya calling, and perhaps by extension his son’s death.

Though generally not acknowledged, it is undoubtedly true that Mr Goncharenko and
“his” politically aligned people played a significant role in defeating an attempt by formerGovernor (and Opposition Block MP) Mykola Skoryk to follow the playbook of the
“Republics” (as detailed in the Glazyev tapes) within the Oblast Rada.
Indeed Odessa became one of the first Oblast’s to name Russia an aggressor in a
Resolution (unlike City Hall which was among the last) again in no small part due to the
efforts of Mr Goncharenko and “his people” then within the Oblast Rada.
Mr Goncharenko also swiftly arrived at the tragic fire of 2nd May together with some of
his Dumskaya media outlet, but no active part in events did he play (the blog was also
present and saw him there).
Thus the usual business interests behind so many similar kidnapping plots are not
present. It would appear to be a mix of personal, political and ideological drivers behind
the plotting of Mr Krushnarev. Prima facie – revenge for many perceived injuries.
Yet there is more to this plot that the abduction of Alexie Goncharenko.
The SBU also intercepted 2.5 tonnes of printed material bearing an uncanny resemblance
to an existing newspaper produced by one of the parliamentary parties – but with fake
news packed in among genuine articles and opinion from the aforementioned party
newspaper.
In short, fake news circulated by a fake newspaper. A natural progression perhaps?
Also seized by the SBU where numerous booklets and leaflets of an anti-Semitic, and
anti-Ukrainian (presumably anti-nationalist) nature judging by the titles of the seized
material – “The Servants of Evil – Ukrainian Nationalism” and the “Odessa Khatyn Bells”
etc.

Clearly the intention was to attempt to raise the temperature within and/or the social
discontent of society in Odessa. How successful it would have been will now not be
known – although it is extremely unlikely to have provoked anything remotely powerful
enough to turn Odessa from Ukraine, or alternatively to embrace The Kremlin as an
alternative or friendly entity – thus perhaps it’s intent was to politically return the City
and the Oblast to the Opposition Block fold.
What is unclear is whether the two individuals known to have been involved in, and
tasked with the Goncharenko abduction (and torture that was to follow) are the same
two individuals that are responsible with Mr Krushnarev in the production and distribution
of a fraudulent newspaper peddling fake news and material that will surely fall foul of
Ukrainian legislation relating to national security, terrorism, incitement etc.
(One of the unnamed detained with Mr Krushnarev is a Russian citizen, but a reader
perhaps should not give that too much weight at this stage as there are a large number
of Russian citizens resident in Odessa. More information upon both unnamed also
arrested is required.)
Aside from Mr Krushmarev and the two unnamed co-conspirators and/or partners in
crime, is anybody else involved?
Obvious questions relate to the where and who created the content, printed and
published the material seized?
Who arranged a distribution network?
Was Mr Krushnarev the only financier, or was he a part financier of these deeds?
Who else within the Opposition Block was aware of the plot – if anybody.?
(Little happens within the Opposition Block of Odessa without the knowledge and
approval (official or tacit) of Mykola Skoryk – who himself has no love for Mr
Goncharenko since he officially requested Mr Skoryk be investigated for his treasonous
acts as Governor.)
Would Mr Skoryk, if he was aware, entertain the abduction plot without informing those
that control him – Sergei Liovochkin and Dmitry Firtash. It seems unlikely (though not
impossible) that Mr Liovochkin would entertain such an idea (even if Mr Firtash might and
Mr Skoryk would).
Nevertheless, this does not seem to be an entirely “local production”. There is more to
this incident – starting with how the seized material came to exit, from its writing to
publication.
Reminder: Oleksii Goncharenko, a young Ukrainian MP from Odessa looks
westwards…

HRWF held an interview with Oleksii Goncharenko in August in Odessa. Topics
discussed included his opinion on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The fight against corruption
Tax decentralization as a tool against corruption
Reforming the police force as an anti-corruption initiative
The 2nd May 2014 tragedy in Odessa
Gay pride in Odessa
Bringing Odessa closer to the EU
Crimea and Eastern Ukraine

HRWF: Mr Goncharenko, you were the chairman of the Odessa oblast
administration council. You are now a member of the Ukrainian Parliament and
of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. What sort of reforms do
you prioritize in your political agenda?
Goncharenko: One of my priorities is to fight against corruption; a necessity for the
current and future development of the country, as well as for gaining financial aid from
the European Union and international institutions. A whole range of laws have already
been adopted by our parliament to achieve this objective and a number of institutions
are involved in this fight at the national level, such as: the SBU, the Police, and the
NABU. Though, measures can also be taken at the local level and it is quite often easier
to be more effective here than at the national level where MPs enjoy parliamentary
immunity.
Let me tell you an anecdote that will explain some of my political choices. Some years
ago, I went to Texas for an exchange program and I found that quite a number of
leading figures in that state are elected: the judges of first instance courts, the mayor,
the police chief, even the public library head, the director of the control department of
the coal mines, and so on. Due to these elections the corruption started to dramatically
decrease in that state, which in the past was known to be very corrupt. Why such
success? Because the local civil society could check the honesty, the dedication, the
efficiency and the achievements of these public figures more easily than at the national
level and decide whether to support them or not through a regular election process. I am
in favor of this sort of direct democracy in Ukraine, it could sanction or reward

representatives and those in charge of the daily well-being on the local level. It would be
a concrete measure against inefficiency and corruption. Elections for positions similar to
the ones in Texas, or other US states, and freedom of investigation for the local media is
key to stable and sustainable development. This should be introduced in Ukraine.
Tax decentralization is another tool to fight against corruption.
HRWF: How can tax decentralization impact corruption?
Goncharenko: I am in favor of the decentralization of a number of national powers,
including the tax decentralization that has been put in place. In the case of Odessa, this
has generated a supplementary income of 1.2 billion Hry (about 50 million EUR) and has
therefore provided more possibilities of investment in public infrastructures. This has
contributed to a substantial decrease in corruption in Odessa for local deputies and
counselors can be easily scrutinized via the election process; being either sanctioned or
rewarded for their success with an elected position.
HRWF: Could decentralization of national powers go so far as federalism, a
controversial issue in Ukraine?
Goncharenko: No, not so far. Looking westwards again, I would take the EU model of
subsidiarity to draw the line between decentralization and federalization. What can be
best done at the national level, such as security or foreign policy, must remain in the
hands of the legislative and executive powers in Kyiv but what can be done more
efficiently at the local level must be removed from the national level. More taxation
power transfers to local entities would be welcome.
HRWF: In an effort to fight corruption, one strategy has been to sort-of purge
the police force. Opinions are divided about the success of this operation. What
is yours?
Goncharenko: The traffic police had a bad reputation of bribing drivers. The reshuffling
of the personnel was based on the competences of the candidates – whether new or in
place – and not on other dubious criteria. The police forces are now better paid, which
should discourage the bribing temptation. However the newcomers have lacked sufficient
training because the reform was implemented in a hurry as an emergency. Before,
surveys showed that only 5-6% of the local population trusted the police. Now, the
percentage of satisfaction is about 50%.
However, investigative police remain a problem. Experienced officials have left or were
dismissed and the younger ones are less efficient. Their salaries are now lower than that
of traffic police, which makes them unhappy. A number of adjustments are urgently
needed.
HRWF: On 2nd May 2014 more than 40 people died in a clash between pro-unity
and pro-federalism demonstrators in Odessa. Two years later, nobody has yet
been indicted. Why?
Goncharenko: On that tragic day I was in the centre of the city where the first prounity demonstrators were killed by pro-federalism protesters in the afternoon. I was also
at the Trade Union building in the evening when around 40 pro-federalism activists died
in a huge fire. I was the first to go inside and try to save people. I was also at the socalled Jewish hospital where the victims had been transported. Though, I had to wait
until a few weeks ago to be heard for the first time by the police. However, the
questioning was very thorough and very detailed – to my surprise. The interrogator was
well informed about the sequence of events and his questions were rightly targeted.

HRWF: Isn’t it too late to identify and prosecute those that are responsible for
the tragedy? We know some decision makers and puppeteers have long since
fled Ukraine to a neighboring country. Considering the Ukrainian justice
system, others that currently remain will be able to easily flee by the time their
arrest is sanctioned – if that ever comes to pass. Impunity is not acceptable for
the population.
Goncharenko: WWII criminals have been arrested and tried even decades after the war.
Those that have been, and subsequently will be formally identified as suspects, must be
prosecuted; whoever they are and whatever the delay. One must also remember that
Ukraine has adopted a law providing for trial “in absentia”, which will be a useful tool.
European and international warrants are other tools that will be used as well. It will be
interesting to see who will be the first absent defendant and for what offences".
HRWF: Last year a gay pride in Odessa was forbidden by a court decision for
security reasons. Another one is planned to take place in a few days[i]. Right
Sector nationalists and all local Churches are opposed to it. Representatives of
the Orthodox Church of Moscow Patriarchate, Kyiv Patriarchate – two groups
who are usually at loggerheads with one another – the Seventh Day Adventist
Church, the Greek Catholic Church and the Church of Evangelical Christians held
a joint press conference and sent a joint appeal to the mayor and the governor
to prevent the march.
Goncharenko: Ordinary people are not really interested in those issues. They are
neither for or against. It is mainly a battlefield for Churches and international media. In
Kyiv, the gay pride event could take place this year – this is progress.
HRWF: Do you support other projects to bring Odessa closer to the EU?
Goncharenko: Yes, the four-lane motorway that could connect our city to Romania, and
the cycling track that would follow the same itinerary to join the trans-European cycling
track that starts in Brussels. We are in contact with a partner organization working on
this in Brussels.
HRWF: What is your position on the conflict in Eastern Ukraine and the
annexation of Crimea by Putin?
Goncharenko: The war in Eastern Ukraine, with the support of Russia, is becoming a
frozen conflict as in Nagorno-Karabakh, Transnistria and South Ossetia. Minsk is not a
solution. There must be a controlled disarmament on both sides under international
supervision, but Moscow does not want this.
Concerning Crimea, you must know that I am a member of the Committee of the
interfactional group on Crimea at the Ukrainian Parliament. Putin will not allow Crimea to
return to Ukraine and neither will his successor because it would be political suicide. It
will only happen with the collapse of the Russian Federation, and that will happen sooner
than one might think.
Oleksii Goncharenko is a member of the Petro Poroshenko Bloc and a deputy of the
Verkhovna Rada (Ukrainian Parliament). He has been a member of the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe since 26 th January 2015. He is a full member of the
Sub-Committee on Public Health and a substitute in the Committee on Social Affairs,
Health and Sustainable Development.
[i] More than 50 local community members and activists showed up for the first-ever
LGBTQ Pride march in Odessa on 14 August. The process to authorize such an event,

however, was not easy. The day before the event, local authorities in Odessa banned the
event on the grounds that there was a high probability of conflict; far-right activists were
also scheduled to gather at the same time and place. Organizers of the Pride march told
NBC OUT that this is a popular tactic used to cancel public events in the city. However,
the 2nd May 2014 tragedy does also partly explain the official decision. Authorities had
prohibited all outdoor events in Odessa during the period that the Pride march was
supposed to take place; and as a result, a number of hotels, including the popular
Reikartz Hotel Group, refused to provide space for LGBTQ events.
However, organizers eventually managed to convince authorities to allow the Pride
march, and the police agreed to protect the safety of those who participated. As a result,
an area near the historic Potemkin Stairs was cordoned off by a few hundred police
officers and special forces.
For more details, pictures and video, see http://nbcnews.to/2c3gfYG

The six-month report of the National Anti-Corruption
Bureau of Ukraine (NABU)
Odessablog (10.02.2017) - http://bit.ly/2koa1oS - The National Anti-Corruption Bureau
of Ukraine (NABU) has released its 6 month report to the public. Unfortunately for most
readers the 68 page report is only publicly available in Ukrainian – or at least at the time
of writing no English version has been found hidden within the dark and murky corners of
the Internet.
Nevertheless, the report can be found here.
Some interesting numbers include the fact that currently NABU is thus far investigating
264 corruption cases that amount to UAH 82.9 billion in nefariously acquired assets.
Put in context, that figure exceeds the forecast for the budget deficit of the Ukrainian
nation in 2017.
Currently NABU has arrested funds in the amounts of UAH 601.94 million, $80.16
million, €7.41 million and £3170, notwithstanding a lot of immovable and movable
property – all of which has yet to find its way back to the State coffers due to a distinct
lack of court verdicts.
Interestingly, and perhaps surprisingly, it appears only 23% of current investigations
involve the heads of State or municipal owned companies.
Clearly the bottleneck, or more accurately point of due process constipation, can be
attributed to the courts and judicial system.
The requirement for a specialised anti-corruption court is made not only by reason of
appointing only the most unsullied of unsullied judges to such a court for reasons of
integrity, but also to avoid/reduce (the probably deliberate) due process backlog.
However the functioning of the courts are not the remit of NABU – other the than busting
corrupt judiciary which certainly is within its remit.
Looking at the current state of play, the most obvious tool still deliberately being
withheld from NABU is the ability to conduct its own SIGINT by way of wiretapping, (so
perhaps COMINT would be more precise). NABU is still reliant upon the SBU, which
clearly has implications regarding the integrity and confidentiality of NABU operations.

Will the Verkhovna Rada find the political will to pass the pending legislation that will
allow NABU (with due cause) the ability to wiretap those very parliamentarians and
others within the political, and institutional elite?
It seems very unlikely, and thus corruption among the elites, which is a rather diplomatic
way of putting a veneer upon what is in effect organised crime more often than not, is
unlikely to be tackled anywhere near as effectively as it could and should be. Organised
crime is often (rightly) cited as a threat to national security by many nations – ne'er
more so can it be so when a nation is at war, which Ukraine is.
Nevertheless the NABU report has to be welcomed – not only for reasons of transparency
but also because it clearly identifies (what everybody already knows) the points of
constipation within the process that prevent justice being seen to be done – and the
continuing lack of political and institutional will to correct matters.

Disinformation about Ukraine
New #DisinfoReview from the EU East StratCom Task Force
(19.01.2017) - There was plenty of disinformation about Ukraine again during the last
week. One "documentary" about Eastern Ukraine claimed that the Russian presence in
the area was fabricated by the Western media. Russian state TV show Vremya Pokazhet
focused on the relationship between Russia and Ukraine, and claimed that Russia had not
seized Ukrainian territory, that Russia is not fighting in Ukraine and that Russia is in fact
not present in Ukraine at all. Of course, these claims have all been refuted before - even
by President Putin himself.
In another TV show, it was explained that Russia did indeed annex Crimea, but only to
save the peninsula from impending destruction. The same disinformation was aired by
Czech pro-Kremlin outlet Protiproud, which re-used the unsubstantiated allegations
around genocide of Russian speakers.
As we know, the illegal annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation took place in
February-March 2014, almost two months before the pro-Russian protests in Donetsk
and Luhansk oblasts escalated into an armed separatist insurgency. The Office of the
Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court has found that the Russian Federation
deployed members of its armed forces to gain control over parts of the Ukrainian
territory without the consent of the Ukrainian Government.

